
Anything which occupies space and has mass is called matter. Air and water ; hydrogen  and
oxygen ; sugar and sand ; silver and steel ; copper and coal ; iron and wood ; ice and alcohol ; milk
and oil ; kerosene and petrol ; carbon dioxide and steam ; carbon and sulphur ; rocks and minerals ;

are all different kinds of matter, because all of them occupy space (that is, they have volume), and mass.

If we look around us, we can see a large number of things of different shapes, sizes and textures. Many
of these things are used by us in our everyday life. For example, we eat food, drink water, breathe in air
and wear clothes. We use table and chair for studying and bed for sleeping. We also see other human
beings, various animals, plants, and trees around us. The things like food, water, air, clothes, table, chair,
human beings, animals, plants and trees, etc., are all examples of matter.

The only conditions for ‘something’ to be ‘matter’ are that it should ‘occupy space’ and ‘have mass’. Now,
the things like friendship, love, affection, hatred, good manners, thoughts, ideas, taste and smell, etc., do
not occupy space and do not have mass. So, from the point of view of chemistry, things like friendship,
love, affection, hatred, good manners, thoughts, ideas, taste and smell are not considered ‘matter’ (though
all these things matter a lot in our everyday life !).

Matter can be classified in a number of ways. Ancient Indian philosophers said that all the matter
(padarth), living or non-living, was made up of five basic elements (panch tatva) : air, earth, fire, sky and
water (vayu, prithvi, agni, akash and jal). Modern day scientists classify matter in two ways : on the basis of
its physical properties and on the basis of its chemical properties. On the basis of physical properties,
matter is classified as solids, liquids and gases. And on the basis of chemical properties, matter is classified
as elements, compounds and mixtures. In this chapter, we will study the classification of matter on the
basis of its physical properties. The classification of matter on the basis of its chemical properties will be
described in the next chapter.

MATTER IN
OUR SURROUNDINGS

1
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SCIENCE FOR NINTH CLASS : CHEMISTRY2

MATTER IS MADE OF PARTICLES
Everything around us is made of tiny pieces or particles. Our

body is made of particles, our chair is made of particles, our table is
made of particles and this book is also made of particles. The number
of particles in everything is, however, very, very large. For example,
a small rain drop (water drop) contains about 1021 particles of water
in it ! The particles which make up matter are so small that we cannot
see them even with a high power microscope. Even without seeing
them, we have certain evidence which tells us that all the things (or
all the matter) is made of tiny particles. We will now give some of
the evidence which clearly shows that all the matter is made up of
tiny particles. This evidence also shows that the particles which make
up the matter are constantly ‘moving’ (they are in motion). Please
note that the particles which make up matter are atoms or
molecules.

Evidence for Particles in Matter

Most of the evidence for the existence of particles in matter and their motion
comes from the experiments on diffusion (mixing of different substances on
their own), and Brownian motion. It is easy to explain ‘what happens in several
experiments’ if we believe that matter is made up of tiny particles which are in
motion. But without the concept of particles, things become very difficult to explain.
We will now describe some simple experiments like ‘dissolving of a solid in a
liquid’, ‘mixing of two gases’ and ‘movement of pollen grains in water’ which can
only be explained by assuming that all matter is made up of tiny particles which
are constantly moving.

1. Dissolving a Solid in a Liquid

Potassium permanganate is a purple coloured solid substance and water is a
colourless liquid, so we will first study the dissolving of potassium permanganate
in water. When a crystal of potassium permanganate is placed in a beaker of water,
the water slowly turns purple on its own, even without stirring (see Figure 3). The spreading of purple
colour of potassium permanganate in the whole water of beaker can be explained as follows.

Water
(colourless)

Potassium
permanganate
crystal
(purple colour)

Purple
colour
spreads
upwards

All the
water
becomes
purple

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3. The colour of potassium permanganate spreads in the whole beaker of water on its own.

Both, potassium permanganate crystal and water are made up of tiny particles. The particles of potassium
permanganate are purple coloured whereas the particles of water are colourless. When the potassium
permanganate crystal is put in water, its particles separate from one another. These purple coloured particles
of potassium permanganate spread throughout water making the whole water look purple (see Figure 4).
Actually, on dissolving, the particles of potassium permanganate get into the spaces between the particles
of the water.

Figure 1. A small rain drop on this  leaf
of  a  plant is made up of about
1000,000,000,000,000,000,000 particles !

Figure 2. This picture
shows the diffusion of
potassium permanganate in
water.
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MATTER IN OUR SURROUNDINGS 3

Water made
of particles

Potassium
permanganate
crystal made
of particles

Particles
separate
from crystal

Potassium
permanganate
particles
spread
throughout
the water
particles

(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4. The particles of potassium permanganate crystal spread into the particles of water, making

the whole water purple.

In this experiment, the particles of potassium permanganate and those of water mix on their own,
without any external stirring. Since the particles of potassium permanganate and particles of water spread
into each other and mix up on their own, it is concluded that ‘they are moving’ or ‘they are in motion’ [we
can see this as the spreading of purple colour upwards in the beaker of water as shown in Figure 3(b)]. If
the particles were not moving, the colour could not spread throughout the beaker on its own. This movement
of different particles among each other (on their own), so that they become mixed uniformly, is called
diffusion.

We will now discuss the case of sugar dissolving in water. When sugar is added to water and stirred,
it dissolves quickly. The sugar seems to disappear. What happens to the sugar when it dissolves ? Where
does the sugar go ? We can explain  how the sugar dissolves and disappears in water by using the idea of
particles.

Both sugar and water are made up of very small particles. These particles are too small to see even
under a microscope. When sugar dissolves, tiny sugar particles break off from each solid sugar granule.
These sugar particles go into the spaces between the particles of water, and mix with them. So, the sugar
solution will taste sweet even though we cannot see the sugar in it. Please note that in this experiment we
have dissolved sugar in water by ‘stirring’. This has been done just to dissolve the sugar quickly. Even if
we don’t stir, sugar will dissolve in water, but quite slowly.

2. Mixing of Two Gases

Air is a colourless gas (or mixture of gases). When a gas jar is empty, it is actually filled with air. This
is because since air is colourless, we cannot see it in the gas jar. Bromine is a red-brown liquid. It forms
vapour easily. Bromine vapour (or bromine gas) is red-brown
in colour, and it is heavier than air. Let us perform the
experiment now.

A gas jar containing air is placed upside down on a gas jar
of  bromine vapour [see Figure 5(a)]. We will see that the red-
brown vapours of bromine from the lower gas jar spread up
into air in the upper gas jar. And after some time, the gas jar
containing air also becomes completely red-brown in colour
[see Figure 5(b)].

The spreading up of bromine vapour into air can be
explained as follows : Both air and bromine vapour are made
of tiny moving particles. The moving particles of bromine
vapour and air collide with each other and bounce about in
all directions, due to which they get mixed uniformly. This is
another example of diffusion. Please note that though bromine
vapour is heavier than air, even then it goes up (against gravity) and mixes with air in the upper jar
because its particles are moving with high speeds due to which they have sufficient kinetic energy to

Air
(Colourless)

After some time

Bromine
vapour

Red-brown
colour

(Red-brown)

(a) Before (b) After
Figure 5. The diffusion of bromine vapour

into air.
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SCIENCE FOR NINTH CLASS : CHEMISTRY4

overcome the force of gravity and go up into the gas jar containing air. Another point to be noted is that air
present in the upper gas jar also diffuses downwards into bromine vapours in the lower gas jar but since air is
colourless we cannot notice its presence in the lower gas jar.

The process of diffusion gives us two conclusions about the nature of matter :
(i) that matter is made up of tiny particles, and

(ii) that the particles of matter are constantly moving.

Before we go further, we should know the meaning of terms ‘pollen’ and ‘pollen grain’. Pollen is a
powdery substance discharged from the male part of a flower called stamen. Pollen is actually present in
the top part of stamen called ‘anther’. Pollen contains microscopic particles called pollen grains. Thus,
pollen grains are extremely minute and light particles.

3. Movement of Pollen Grains in Water

The best evidence for the existence and movement of particles in liquids was given by Robert Brown
in 1827. Robert Brown suspended extremely small pollen grains in water. On looking through the microscope,

it was found that the pollen grains were moving rapidly throughout water in a
very irregular way (or zig-zag way) (see Figure 6). It was also observed that
warmer the water, faster the pollen grains move on the surface of water.

The movement of pollen grains on the surface of water can be explained as
follows : Water is made up of tiny particles which are moving very fast (The
water particles or water molecules themselves are invisible under the microscope
because they are very, very small). The pollen grains move on the surface of
water because they are constantly being hit by the fast moving particles of
water. So, though the water particles (or water molecules) are too small to be
seen, but their effect on the pollen grains can be seen clearly. The random motion
of visible particles (pollen grains) caused by the much smaller invisible particles
of water is an example of Brownian motion (after the name of the scientist Robert
Brown who first observed this phenomenon).

Brownian motion can also be observed in gases. Sometimes, when a beam
of sunlight enters a room, we can see tiny dust particles suspended in air which
are moving rapidly in a very haphazard way. This is an example of Brownian
motion in gases (because air is a gas). The tiny dust particles move here and
there because they are constantly hit by the fast moving particles of air.

Pollen grain

Invisible moving
particles of water
(which continuously hit
the pollen grain and
make it move)

Figure 6. Brownian motion as observed through a
microscope. This figure shows the path of a single pollen
grain as it is being bombarded by the tiny, invisible
particles of water (in which it is placed).

Figure 7. This is a highly enlarged picture to show the
phenomenon of Brownian motion. In this picture we can see
the fast moving water particles (or water molecules) hitting
the pollen grain and causing it to move in a zig-zag path.

Figure 8. This picture shows a
beam of sunlight entering a room.
We can see tiny dust particles
suspended in air moving rapidly
in a haphazard way. This is an
example of Brownian motion in
gases.
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MATTER IN OUR SURROUNDINGS 5

Though we cannot see the particles (or molecules) of air which are extremely small, but we can see the
effect produced by their continuous and fast motion. The rapid and random movement of tiny dust particles
(or smoke) suspended in air shows that air is made up of particles and that the particles of air are moving
constantly. We can now define Brownian motion as follows. The zig-zag movement of the small particles
suspended in a liquid (or gas) is called Brownian motion. Brownian motion increases on increasing the
temperature.

The existence of Brownian motion gives us two conclusions about the nature of matter :
(i) that matter is made up of tiny particles, and

(ii) that the particles of matter are constantly moving.

Characteristics of Particles of Matter
The important characteristics of particles of matter (like atoms or molecules) are the following :
(i) The particles of matter are very, very small

(ii) The particles of matter have spaces between them
(iii) The particles of matter are constantly moving
(iv) The particles of matter attract each other

We will now perform some simple experiments to show all the characteristics of the particles of matter.
The samples of matter (or materials) which we will be using for performing these experiments are potassium
permanganate, water, sugar, incense stick (agarbatti), air, copper sulphate, a piece of chalk, ice and an iron
nail.

1. The Particles of Matter are Very, Very Small

The very, very small size of the particles of matter can be shown by performing the following experiment
by using potassium permanganate and water. Potassium permanganate is a kind of matter. We take 2 or 3
small crystals of potassium permanganate and dissolve it in 100 millilitres (100 mL) of water in a beaker.
We will get a deep purple coloured solution of potassium permanganate in water [see Figure 9(a)]. Take 10
mL of deep purple solution of potassium permanganate from the first beaker and mix it with 90 mL of

Concentrated
potassium
permanganate
solution

( )
Deep purple

colour

a

Intensity of colour of potassium permanganate solution

goes on decreasing with dilution

( )b ( )c ( )d ( )e ( )
Very light

pink colour

f

Take 10 mL of potassium permanganate solution from previous

beaker and mix with 90 mL of water in the next beaker

Very dilute
potassium
permanganate
solution

Dilute

it

Dilute

it

Dilute

it

Dilute

it

Dilute

it

Figure 9. Even after diluting the potassium permanganate solution a number of times, the colour of potassium
permanganate persists in the solution.

water present in second beaker, to dilute it [see Figure 9(b)]. Due to this dilution, the colour of potassium
permanganate solution in the second beaker becomes a bit lighter. Now, take 10 mL of potassium
permanganate solution from the second beaker and mix it with 90 mL of water present in the third beaker,
to dilute it further [see Figure 9(c)]. The colour of solution will become still lighter. We keep on diluting the
potassium permanganate solution like this a number of times (say, five times). In this way, we get a very
dilute solution of potassium permanganate in water but the water is still coloured (it has a light pink
colour now) [see Figure 9(f)].

This experiment shows that just 2 or 3 tiny crystals of potassium permanganate can impart colour to a
large volume of water. From this observation we conclude that each potassium permanganate crystal
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SCIENCE FOR NINTH CLASS : CHEMISTRY6

itself must be made up of millions of small particles which keep on spreading and imparting colour to
more and more of water (on dilution). Since each tiny crystal of potassium permanganate is supposed to
be made up of millions of particles, therefore, these particles must by very, very small !.

2. The Particles of Matter have Spaces Between Them

The spaces between the particles of matter can be shown by performing the following  experiment by
using water and sugar. We take about 100 mL of water in a beaker (Water is a kind of matter). Mark the
level of water in the beaker with a marking pen [as shown in Figure 10(a)]. Also take 50 grams of sugar.
Now add 50 grams of sugar in water in the beaker. Dissolve the sugar by stirring it with a glass rod [see
Figure 10(b)]. When all the sugar has dissolved, we get a sugar solution. Let us look at the level of sugar

Water level
mark

Beaker

100 mL
water

50 g
sugar

Stirring
with
glass rod

Sugar
getting
dissolved

Sugar
solution

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 10. When we dissolve sugar in water, there is no change in the volume of water.

solution in the beaker. We will find that the level of sugar solution in the beaker is at the same mark where
water level was initially in the beaker [see Figure 10(c)]. This means that even after dissolving 50 grams of
sugar in 100 mL of water, the volume has not increased. This can be explained by assuming that the
particles of water have some spaces between them.

When sugar is dissolved in water, its crystals separate into very fine particles. These particles of sugar
go into the spaces between the various particles of water due to which there is no change in the volume of
water on dissolving sugar in it. The fact that there is no change in volume on dissolving sugar in water
tells us that there are spaces between the particles of water. And these spaces accommodate the sugar
particles. This also gives us another conclusion that the particles (or molecules) in water are not tightly
packed, they are somewhat loose, having spaces between them.

3. The Particles of Matter are Constantly Moving

The best evidence that particles of matter are constantly moving
comes from the studies of diffusion and Brownian motion (which
we have already discussed). We will now describe two more
experiments involving diffusion in gases and diffusion in liquids which
will show us that the particles of matter (gases and liquids) are
constantly moving.

(a) When we light (or burn) an incense stick (agarbatti) in one
corner of a room, its fragrance (pleasant smell) spreads in the whole
room quickly. This observation can be explained as follows : The
burning of  incense stick produces gases (or vapours) having pleasant
smell. The particles of gases produced by the burning of incense stick
move rapidly in all directions, mix with the moving particles of air in

Figure 11. The fragrance of a burning
incense stick (agarbatti) spreads in the
entire room very quickly.
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MATTER IN OUR SURROUNDINGS 7

the room, and reach every part of the room quickly (alongwith air). When the gaseous particles from the
incense stick reach our nose with air, we can smell the fragrance. If, however, the particles of gases produced
by the burning of incense stick and the particles of air were not moving, then the fragrance of incense stick
could not spread in the whole room quickly. So, the observation that the fragrance of a burning incense
stick spreads in the entire room very quickly tells us that the particles of matter (here incense gases and
air) are constantly moving.

(b) We will now describe the diffusion of copper sulphate into water.
Copper sulphate crystals are blue in colour. When a few crystals of copper
sulphate are placed at the bottom of a beaker (or a gas jar) containing water,
then water in the whole beaker turns blue slowly. This can be explained on
the basis of motion of copper sulphate particles and water particles as follows.
The crystals of copper sulphate dissolve in a little of water around them to
form fine particles of copper sulphate in solution. Now, the particles of copper
sulphate in solution are in motion and the particles of clear water are also
moving. Due to the motion of their particles, the blue copper sulphate particles
in solution move upwards in the beaker and the colourless water particles
move downwards, and mix with each other. This is called diffusion.  This
diffusion of copper sulphate particles and water particles into each other goes
on until the whole water turns blue. Thus, the spreading of blue colour of
copper sulphate crystals in water is due to the movement of both, copper
sulphate particles as well as water particles.

If we carry out this experiment by using hot water in the beaker (or gas jar), we will find that the water
turns blue at a faster rate. This is because, on heating, the particles of water and that of copper sulphate
gain kinetic energy and move faster. And due to faster movements, they mix into each other more quickly.

4. The Particles of Matter Attract Each Other

There are some forces of attraction between the particles of matter which bind them together. The
force of attraction between the particles of the same substance is known as cohesion. The force of attraction

(or cohesion) is different in the particles of different kinds of matter. This will become more clear from the
following examples.

If we take a piece of chalk, a cube of ice and an iron nail, and beat them with a hammer, we will find
that it is very easy to break the piece of chalk into smaller particles, it requires more force to break a  cube
of ice, whereas the iron nail does not break at all even with a large force. This shows that the force of

Figure 12. Diffusion of copper
sulphate in water.

(a) This is an actual chrome alum crystal. It is a
solid. The force of attraction between the particles
of chrome alum is large

(b) This is the model of chrome alum crystal showing
the arrangement of particles in it. These particles
attract one another with a large force

Figure 13. The force of attraction between the particles of ‘solid matter’ is the maximum.© S
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SCIENCE FOR NINTH CLASS : CHEMISTRY8

attraction between the particles of chalk is quite weak, the force of attraction between the particles of ice is
a bit stronger whereas the force of attraction between the particles of iron nail is very, very strong.

Let us take another example. We can move our hand through air very, very easily because the force of
attraction between the particles of air (which is a gas) is very, very small. It is negligible. We can also move
our hand through water in a bucket fairly easily because the force of attraction between the particles of
water (which is a liquid) is also small. But we cannot move our hand through a plank of wood because the
force of attraction between the particles of wood (which is a solid), is very strong. And if we try breaking
a plank of wood with a blow of our hand, our hand will get hurt. It needs a karate expert to move his hand
through a plank of wood and break it into two. In general, the force of attraction is maximum in the
particles of solid matter and minimum in the particles of gaseous matter. Let us solve one problem now.

Sample Problem. What happens to the sugar when it dissolves in water ? Where does the sugar go ?
What information do you get about the nature of matter from the dissolution of sugar in water ?

Solution. (a) When sugar dissolves in water, its tiny particles break off from the solid ‘sugar crystals’.
(b) The sugar particles go into the spaces between the particles of water and mix with them (to form

sugar solution).
(c) The dissolution of sugar in water tells us that :

(i) the matter (here sugar and water) is made up of small particles.
(ii) the particles of matter (here water) have spaces between them.

Rigid and Fluid

Before we give the definitions of solids, liquids and gases, we should know the meaning of two new
terms : rigid and fluid. Rigid means ‘unbending’ or ‘inflexible’. A stone is rigid because it is unbending or
inflexible. Fluid means ‘a material which can flow easily’ and requires a vessel (or container) to keep it.
Water is a fluid because if we pour water on the top of a table, it flows over the surface of the table.
Moreover, water requires a vessel to keep it. Milk is a fluid and chlorine gas is also a fluid. Keeping these
points in mind, we will now define solids, liquids and gases.

A solid is a rigid form of matter. Due to their rigidity, solids have a tendency to maintain their shape
when subjected to outside force. Thus, the main identifying  characteristic of solids is their rigidity. Solids
do not require a container to keep them. A brick and a log of wood are two common solids. A liquid is a
fluid form of matter which occupies the lower part of the container in which it is kept. A liquid does
not fill the whole container. Being fluids, liquids require a container to keep them. A liquid has a well-
defined surface, so a liquid can be kept in an open container. The liquid will not escape from the open
container by itself. Water and milk are two common liquids around us.

A gas is a fluid form of matter which fills the whole container in which it is kept. Being fluids, gases
also require a container to keep them. A gas does not have a free surface, so a gas has to be kept in a closed

Figure 14. Stone is a solid. It is rigid
(hard or stiff).

Figure 15. Milk is a liquid. It is
a fluid.

Figure 16. Chlorine (inside the
flask) is a gas. It is also a fluid.
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MATTER IN OUR SURROUNDINGS 9

container. A gas will escape if kept in an open container. This is why gases are usually kept in air-tight gas
cylinders. For example, cooking gas (LPG) is kept in air-tight metal cylinders. From this discussion we

conclude that both, liquids and gases are known as fluids. Please note that the characteristic of liquids
and gases of ‘flowing’ easily is called ‘fluidity’. Due to fluidity, liquids and gases change their shapes
readily when subjected to outside force. We will now discuss the classification of matter as solids, liquids
and gases in detail.

CLASSIFICATION OF MATTER AS SOLIDS, LIQUIDS AND GASES
On the basis of physical states, all the matter can be classified into three groups : Solids, Liquids

and Gases. For example :

(i) Sugar, sand, iron, wood, rocks, minerals and ice are solids,

(ii) Water, milk, oil, kerosene, petrol and alcohol are liquids, and

(iii) Air, oxygen, hydrogen, carbon dioxide and steam are gases.

Solids, liquids and gases are called the three states of matter. In other words, matter exists in three
physical states : solid, liquid and gas. The solids, liquids and gaseous forms of matter have different
properties. The characteristic properties of solids, liquids and gases are given below. These properties can
be used to distinguish between the three states of matter : solid, liquid and gas. Let us start with the
properties of solids.

Properties of Solids

Ice, wood, coal, stone, iron, brick, etc., are some of the common solids around us. The solids have the
following characteristic properties :

1. Solids have a fixed shape and a fixed volume.
2. Solids cannot be compressed much.
3. Solids have high densities. They are heavy.
4. Solids do not fill their container completely.
5. Solids do not flow.

Figure 18. This brick is a solid. A solid has
a definite shape and a definite volume.

Figure 19. This orange juice is a
liquid. A liquid has a definite
volume but no definite shape.

Figure 20. This balloon is filled with
air (which is a gas). A gas has neither
a definite volume nor a definite shape.

Figure 17. Solids cannot flow, so they are not fluids. Liquids and gases can flow, so they are fluids.
(a) (b) (c)
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SCIENCE FOR NINTH CLASS : CHEMISTRY10

Properties of Liquids

Water, milk, fruit juice, ink, groundnut oil, kerosene and petrol, etc., are some of the common liquids.
The liquids have the following characteristic properties :

1. Liquids have a fixed volume but they have no fixed shape. Liquids take the shape of the vessel in
which they are placed.

2. Like solids, liquids cannot be compressed much.

3. Liquids have moderate to high densities. They are usually less dense than solids.

4. Liquids do not fill their container completely.

5. Liquids generally flow easily.

Properties of Gases

Air, oxygen, hydrogen, carbon dioxide, nitrogen and steam, etc., are some of the common gases. The
gases have the following characteristic properties :

1. Gases have neither a fixed shape nor a fixed volume. Gases acquire the shape and volume of the
vessel in which they are kept.

2. Gases can be compressed easily (into a small volume).

3. Gases have very low densities. They are very, very light. A gas is much lighter than
the same volume of a solid or a liquid.

4. Gases fill their container completely.

5. Gases flow easily.

Why Solids, Liquids and Gases Have Different Properties

We will now try to explain why solids, liquids and gases have different properties by using the kinetic
theory of matter. This is discussed below.

Matter in all the three states, solid, liquid and gas, is made up of very small particles (atoms and
molecules). According to the kinetic theory of matter, the particles of matter are in continuous motion
(and possess kinetic energy). Some forces of attraction also exist between the particles of matter. These are
called interparticle forces. The  forces of attraction tend to hold the particles together and control their
movements. The interparticle forces of attraction are the maximum when the particles are close together.
As the distances (or spaces) between the particles of matter increase, the forces of attraction between them
decrease. The movement of particles (or kinetic energy of particles) can be changed by heating the matter
(or cooling it). Higher the temperature, greater is the movement of particles. We can now say that the
following properties of particles determine the physical state of matter. That is, the following properties
of particles decide whether a given substance will exist as a solid, a liquid or a gas :

1. The spaces (or distances) between the particles. The spaces (or distances) between the particles are
the minimum in solids, a little more in liquids, and the maximum in gases.

2. The force of attraction between particles. The forces of attraction between the particles (or interparticle
forces) are the strongest in solids, less strong in liquids and negligible in gases.

3. The amount of movement of particles (or kinetic energy of particles). The movement of particles
(or kinetic energy of particles) is the minimum in solids, more in liquids and the maximum in gases.

Keeping these points in mind, we will now describe the structure of solids, liquids and gases, and
explain the differences in their properties on the basis of these structures.
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MATTER IN OUR SURROUNDINGS 11

SOLIDS
In solids, the particles are closely packed [see Figure 22(a)]. There is a strong force of attraction between

the particles of a solid which holds them together in fixed positions. Thus, the positions of particles in a
solid are fixed. The particles of a solid only vibrate about their fixed positions. They cannot move from one
position to another. If a solid is heated, its particles start to vibrate faster. The spaces (or distances) between
the particles of a solid are very, very small. The particles of a solid have the minimum kinetic energy. Due
to this, solids have the most orderly arrangement of particles.

We will now explain the properties of  solids. A solid has a fixed shape because the particles of a solid
are closely packed and their positions are fixed due to the strong forces of attraction between them. A solid
has a fixed volume because the spaces between its  particles are fixed. A solid cannot be compressed
much because its particles are already very closely packed and there are hardly any spaces between them.

(a) Solid (b) Liquid (c) Gas
Figure 22. Arrangement of particles in solids, liquids and gases.

A solid has a high density because its particles are very close together. A solid does not fill its container
completely because its particles are  held tightly by strong interparticle forces and hence cannot leave their
positions to fill the whole container. Similarly, a solid does not flow (like a liquid does) because its particles
are held very strongly and unable to leave their fixed positions.

We have just learnt that a solid has a fixed shape. Now, a rubber band  changes its shape on stretching,
then why do we call it a solid ? This can be explained as follows : A rubber band is considered a solid
because it changes shape under the action of force (which stretches it), and when the force is removed, the
rubber band regains its original shape. Like all other solids, if rubber band is stretched with a large force,
it breaks.

We will now discuss the case of salt and sugar. When salt and sugar are put in jars of different shapes,
they take the shape of the jars, indicating that they do not have a fixed shape. So, if salt and sugar do not
appear to have a fixed shape, then why do we call them solids ? Actually, this problem arises because salt
and sugar have very tiny crystals. Salt and sugar are considered to be solids because the shapes of individual
crystals of salt and sugar remain fixed, even when they are put in jars of different shapes.

Bromine
vapour
(gas)

Bromine
(liquid)

Arrangement
of particles in
bromine
vapour (gas)

Arrangement
of particles in
liquid bromine

Figure 21. The spaces (or distances) between the particles are the minimum in solids, a little more in
liquids, and the maximum in gases.
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SCIENCE FOR NINTH CLASS : CHEMISTRY12

We have also learnt that solids cannot be compressed much. Now, a sponge can be compressed easily,
so why do we call sponge a solid ? This can be explained as follows : A sponge is considered to be a solid
because its compressibility is due to the presence of minute pores in it which are filled with air. When we
press the sponge, air is expelled from its holes making it highly compressible.

LIQUIDS
In liquids, the particles are close together, but they are not as close as in solids. In fact, the particles

are somewhat loosely packed in liquids [see Figure 22(b)]. The spaces between the particles of a liquid are
slightly more than that in a solid but they are still very small. There is a quite strong force of attraction
between the particles of a  liquid which holds them together but the force is not strong enough to hold the
particles in fixed positions. So, due to comparatively less strong interparticle forces, the positions of particles
in a liquid are not fixed. The particles of a liquid can move from one position to another within the liquid.
The particles of a liquid have more kinetic energy than the particles of a solid. Due to this, the liquids have
a more disorderly arrangement of particles than solids. The particles in a liquid are also vibrating. If a
liquid is  heated, then its particles begin to move faster.

We will now explain the properties of a liquid. A liquid does not have a fixed shape because the
positions of its particles are not fixed due to comparatively less strong forces of attraction between them. A
liquid takes the shape of its container because the particles of a liquid can slide over one another easily. A
liquid has a fixed volume because, at a given temperature, the spaces between its particles are fixed. A
liquid cannot be compressed much because its particles are still quite close together and have very small
spaces between them. A liquid has comparatively high density because its particles are still quite close
together. A liquid does not fill its  container completely because its particles are held fairly strongly by
the interparticle forces and hence cannot leave the body of liquid to fill the whole container. A liquid
generally flows easily because its particles are able to slide over one another due to slightly weaker
interparticle forces of attraction.

To Show that Liquids do not have a Fixed Shape but they have a Fixed Volume

Water is a liquid, so we will use water in this experiment. We take some water in a beaker and mark
the level of water in it [see Figure 23(a)]. We will find that water takes the shape of the beaker. We pour
this water from the beaker into other containers (or vessels) of different shapes, one by one.

Beaker

Water

Glass
tumbler

Conical
flask

Flat
bottomed
flask

( )a ( )b ( )c ( )d

Water level
mark

Figure 23. A liquid (here water) takes the shape of its container.

First we pour the water from beaker into a glass tumbler. We will find that water takes the shape of the
glass tumbler [see Figure 23(b)]. Then we pour this water in a conical flask. We will find that the same
water now takes the shape of a conical flask [Figure 23(c)]. And finally we pour the water from conical
flask into a flat-bottomed flask. The water now takes the shape of a flat-bottomed flask [Figure 23(d)]. From
this experiment we conclude that water has no fixed shape of its own, it takes the shape of the container (or
vessel) in which it is poured. In general, we can say that “A liquid has no fixed shape. It takes the shape
of its container”.

Now, let us pour the water from the flat-bottomed flask back into the original beaker. We will find that
water fills the beaker up to the same mark. This means that there is no change in the volume of water when
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MATTER IN OUR SURROUNDINGS 13

it is poured into different containers. From this we conclude that water has a fixed volume which does not
change on changing the container. In general we can say that “A liquid has a fixed volume”.

GASES
In gases, the particles are much farther apart from one another as compared to solids and liquids

[see Figure 22(c)]. The spaces (or distances) between the particles of a gas are very large. The force of
attraction between the particles of a gas is negligible. So, the
particles of a gas are free to move in any direction. The positions
of particles of a gas as well as the spaces between the particles of
a gas are not fixed. The particles of a gas have the maximum
movement (or maximum kinetic energy). Due to this, the gases
have the most disorderly arrangement of particles. Because of
high kinetic energy and negligible forces of attraction, the particles
of a gas move with high speeds in all directions. When the fast
moving gas particles hit the walls of the container, they exert a
pressure (called gas pressure). Thus, a gas exerts a pressure on
the walls of its container. The pressure exerted by a gas is due to
the collisions of the fast moving gas particles against the walls of
the container. When a gas is put in an empty container, it quickly
spreads throughout the container and fills it completely. If a gas
is heated, the particles of gas start moving faster and faster.

We will now explain the properties of gases. A gas does not
have a fixed shape because the positions of its particles are not
fixed. A gas does not have a fixed volume because the spaces between its particles are not fixed. Since the
particles of a gas are free to move anywhere, it takes the shape and volume of its container. A gas can be
compressed easily because its particles are far apart and there are large spaces between them (which can
be reduced by compression). A gas has a very low density because its particles are very far apart from one
another. A gas fills its container completely because due to high kinetic energy and negligible forces of
attraction, the particles of a gas are moving with high speeds in all directions. A gas flows easily because
its particles are completely free to move anywhere.

To Show that Gases do not have a Fixed Shape or a Fixed Volume

Air is a gas, so we will use air in this experiment. We take two balloons of different shapes and sizes.
Let us fill equal amount of air in both the balloons. We will find that the air takes the shape of the balloon
in which it is filled. For example, in Figure 25(a), the balloon
has a round shape so the air takes the round shape of the
balloon. In Figure 25(b), the balloon has a long shape, so the
air takes the long shape of this balloon. This shows that air
has no fixed shape of its own, it takes the shape of the
container (here balloon) in which it is filled. In general we
can say that “A gas has no fixed shape. It takes the shape
of its container”. If we look at the round balloon and long
balloon shown in Figure 25, we will find that they have
different volumes. This shows that the air in the two balloons
has different volumes. From this we conclude that the volume
of air is not fixed. It takes the volume of the container (here
balloon). In general we can say that “A gas has no fixed
volume. It takes the volume of its container”.

Figure 24. When we blow air into a balloon,
the air particles (gas particles) push the balloon
walls from inside and exert pressure on them.
This air pressure causes the balloon to inflate.
Thus, a gas exerts pressure on the walls of its
container.

Air

Figure 25. A gas (here air) takes the shape
of its container (balloon).

(a) (b)

Round
balloon Long

balloon
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SCIENCE FOR NINTH CLASS : CHEMISTRY14

To Show That Solids and Liquids Cannot be Compressed but Gases Can be Compressed
Easily

We take three 100 mL glass syringes having frictionless pistons. The nozzles of all the syringes are
closed by inserting them in separate rubber corks so as to prevent leakage from them [see Figures 26(a), (b)
and (c)]. Remove the pistons from all the syringes.

(i) In the first syringe, we fill common salt (which is a solid). Then insert the piston back into the
syringe (after applying some vaseline to piston for its smooth movement) [see Figure 26(a)].

(ii) In the second syringe, we fill water (which is a liquid). Then insert the piston back into the syringe
(after applying some vaseline to it) [see Figure 26(b)].

(iii) In the third syringe, we do not fill anything. It is already filled with air (which is a gas). We just put
the piston back in it (after applying some vaseline to it) [see Figure 26(c)].

Piston

Weight

Syringe

Rubber
cork

Common
salt
(solid)

Water
(liquid)

Air
(gas)

Air
(compressed)

( )a ( )b ( )c ( )d

Figure 26. Experiment to study the effect of pressure on solid, liquid and gas.

We now place 50 gram weight on the top of piston of each syringe to put pressure on common salt,
water and air filled in them. We will observe that :

(a) The piston of first syringe containing common salt does not move down on putting weight [see
Figure 26(a)]. This shows that on applying pressure, the volume of common salt in the syringe does not get
reduced. This means that on applying pressure, the common salt does not get compressed (into a smaller
volume). Since common salt is a solid, so in general we can say that a solid does not get compressed (on
applying pressure).

(b) The piston of second syringe containing water also does not move down on putting weight [see
Figure 26(b)]. This also shows that on applying pressure, the volume of water in the syringe does not get
reduced. This means that on applying pressure, the water does not get compressed (into a smaller volume).
Since water is a liquid, so in general we can say that a liquid does not get compressed (on applying
pressure).

(c) The piston of third syringe containing air moves down considerably on putting weight [see Figures
26(c) and (d)]. This shows that on applying pressure, the volume of air in the syringe is reduced. This
means that on applying pressure, the air gets compressed (into a smaller volume). Since air is a gas, so in
general we can say that a gas can be compressed easily (by applying pressure).
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MATTER IN OUR SURROUNDINGS 15

Gases have high compressi-
bility. They can be compressed into
very small volumes by applying
large pressures. Due to its high
compressibility, fairly large mass of
a gas can be put in a small metal
cylinder by compression. Such gas
cylinders can be transported
conveniently from one place to
another. The cooking gas ( Liquefied
Petroleum Gas, LPG) which we use
in our homes is a compressed gas.
The oxygen gas supplied to hospitals
in cylinders is also in compressed
form. And compressed natural gas
(CNG) filled in cylinders is being
used increasingly as a fuel to run vehicles like cars and buses.

DIFFUSION
The spreading out and mixing of a substance with another substance due to the motion of its particles

is called diffusion. The diffusion of one substance into another substance goes on until a uniform mixture
is formed. Let us take an example of diffusion. If we take a gas jar full of bromine vapours and invert

another gas jar containing air over it, then after some time, the red-brown vapours of bromine spread out
into the upper gas jar containing air (see Figure 28). In this way, the upper gas jar which contains colourless
air in it, also turns red-brown. This mixing is due to the diffusion of bromine vapour (or bromine gas) into
air. Air from the upper gas jar also diffuses into the lower gas jar though we cannot see it.

Diffusion is a property of matter which is based on the motion (or movements) of its particles.
Diffusion occurs in gases, liquids and solids. Diffusion is fastest in gases and slowest in solids. The
diffusion is fastest in gases because the particles in gases move very rapidly. The diffusion is slowest in
solids because the particles in solids do not move much. The diffusion in liquids is, however, much faster
than that in solids. The rate of diffusion increases on increasing the temperature of the diffusing substance
(by heating). This is because when the temperature of a substance is increased by heating, its particles gain
kinetic energy and move more rapidly. And this increase in the speed of the particles of a substance increases

(a) This metal cylinder
contains compressed
cooking gas

(b) These metal cylinders contain compressed
natural gas.

Figure 27. Due to its high compressibility, a fairly large mass of a gas can be
put in a small metal cylinder (called gas cylinder).

Figure 28. Diffusion of bromine vapour (or
bromine gas) into air.

Figure 29. On the left side is a gas jar of air inverted over
a gas jar containing red-brown bromine vapour. After 24
hours bromine vapours have diffused throughout the upper
gas jar containing air (as shown on the right side).

Air
(Colourless)

After some time

Bromine
vapour

Red-brown
colour

(Red-brown)
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SCIENCE FOR NINTH CLASS : CHEMISTRY16

the rate of diffusion. Please note that the phenomenon of diffusion tells us that the particles of matter are
constantly moving.

Diffusion in Gases

Diffusion in gases is very fast. This is because the particles in gases move very quickly in all directions.
The rate of diffusion of a gas, however, depends on its density. Light gases diffuse faster than heavy
gases. In the laboratory, the diffusion of gases is usually demonstrated by setting up a gas jar of bromine
vapours and a gas jar of air as shown in Figure 28. We will now give some examples of diffusion in gases
from our everyday life.

The smell of food being cooked in the kitchen reaches us even from a considerable distance. This
can be explained as follows : When food is cooked, some of the substances in food release gases having the
smell of food in them. The particles of these gases move very quickly and mix up with air by diffusion.
When the air containing these gases reaches our nose, we get the smell of food being cooked in the kitchen

(even without entering the kitchen). Thus, the smell of food being cooked reaches us even from a
considerable distance by the process of diffusion (of food gases into the air). And if fish is being fried in
a home, then its peculiar sharp smell can be detected even when we are quite far off, due to the diffusion
of gases (produced during the frying of fish) into air. Another point to be noted is that the smell of hot
sizzling food reaches us even when we are at a considerable distance but to get the smell of cold food, we
have to go close to it. This is due to the fact that the rate of diffusion of hot gases (released by the hot
sizzling food) is much faster than the rate of diffusion of cold gases released by the cold food.

When we light an incense stick (agarbatti) in a corner of our room, its fragrance spreads in the whole
room very quickly. The fragrance of burning incense stick (or agarbatti) spreads all around due to the
diffusion of its smoke into the air. The particles of gases produced by the burning of incense stick move
rapidly in all directions. They collide with the particles of air present in the room, mix with air and reach
every part of the room very quickly.

When someone opens a bottle of perfume in one corner of a room, its smell spreads in the whole room
quickly. The smell of perfume spreads due to the diffusion of perfume vapours into air. When the bottle
of perfume is opened, then the liquid perfume quickly changes into vapour (or gas). The perfume vapours
move very rapidly in all directions in air, mix with the air particles and hence spread with air in the whole
room.The leakage of cooking gas (LPG) in our homes is detected due to the diffusion of a strong smelling
substance (ethyl mercaptan) present in the cooking gas, into air.

Figure 30. The smell of food being cooked reaches us
by the diffusion of gases released during the cooking of
food into air.

Figure 31. The smell of perfume
spreads due to the diffusion of perfume
vapours into air.
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MATTER IN OUR SURROUNDINGS 17

Diffusion in Liquids

Diffusion in liquids is slower than that in gases. This is because the particles in liquids move slowly
as compared to the particles in gases. Here are some examples of diffusion in liquids.

(i) If a crystal of potassium permanganate is placed at the bottom of water in a beaker, then the purple
colour of potassium permanganate spreads into the whole water, slowly. The spreading of purple
colour of potassium permanganate into water, on its own, is due to the diffusion of potassium
permanaganate particles into water.

(ii) If a crystal of copper sulphate is placed at the bottom of water in a beaker, then the blue colour of
copper sulphate spreads into the whole water, slowly. The spreading of blue colour of copper
sulphate into water, on its own, is due to the diffusion of copper sulphate particles into water.

(iii) If a drop of ink is put into a beaker of water, then the colour of ink spreads into the whole water of
the beaker. The spreading of ink in water, on its own, is due to the diffusion of ink particles into
water.

The gases like carbon dioxide and oxygen are essential for the survival of aquatic plants and animals.
The carbon dioxide gas and oxygen gas present in air (or atmosphere) diffuse into water (of ponds,
lakes, rivers and sea), and dissolve in it. The aquatic plants use the dissolved carbon dioxide for preparing
food by photosynthesis and aquatic animals use the dissolved oxygen of water for breathing. This is an
example of diffusion of gases into a liquid. In fact, solids, liquids as well as gases can diffuse into liquids.
The rate of diffusion in liquids is much faster than that in solids because the particles in a liquid move
much more freely, and have greater spaces between them as compared to particles in the solids.

Diffusion in Solids

Diffusion can also take place in solids. Diffusion in solids is a very, very slow process. We will now
give two examples of diffusion of solids in solids.

(i) If we write something on a blackboard and leave it uncleaned for a considerable period of time
(say, at least 10 to 15 days), we will find that it becomes quite difficult to clean the blackboard
afterwards. This is due to the fact that some of the particles of chalk have diffused into the surface
of blackboard.

(ii) If two metal blocks are bound together tightly and kept undisturbed for a few years, then the particles
of one metal are found to have diffused into the other metal.

The diffusion of a solid substance into another solid substance is so slow that many people think
that diffusion does not take place in solids at all. The diffusion in solids is very, very slow because the
particles in solids do not move from their fixed positions. The particles of a solid only vibrate about their
fixed positions. Due to lack of appreciable movements in the particles of solids, the diffusion of solids in
solids is rare. Before we go further and discuss the units of temperature, please answer the following
questions :

 Very Short Answer Type Questions
1. What are the conditions for ‘something’ to be called ‘matter’ ?
2. Name two processes which provide the best evidence for the motion of particles in matter.
3. Which single term is used to describe the mixing of copper sulphate and water kept in a beaker, on its own ?
4. When sugar is dissolved in water, there is no increase in the volume. Which characteristic of matter is

illustrated by this observation ?
5. Even two or three crystals of potassium permanganate can impart colour to a very large volume of water.

Which characteristic of particles of matter is illustrated by this observation ?
6. When an incense stick (agarbatti) is lighted in one corner of a room, its fragrance spreads in the whole room

quickly. Which characteristic of the particles of matter is illustrated by this observation ?
7. A piece of chalk can be broken into small particles by hammering but a piece of iron cannot be broken into

small particles by hammering. Which characteristic of the particles of matter is illustrated by these
observations ?
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SCIENCE FOR NINTH CLASS : CHEMISTRY18

8. What is the scientific name of particles which make up matter ?
9. Name the process by which a drop of ink spreads in a beaker of water.

10. What is the general name of :
(a) rigid form of matter ?
(b) fluid forms of matter ?

11. Out of solids, liquids and gases, which one has :
(a) maximum movement of particles ?
(b) maximum interparticle attractions ?
(c) minimum spaces between particles ?

12. ‘A substance has a definite volume but no definite shape’. State whether this substance is a solid, a liquid or
a gas.

13. Name the physical state of matter which can be easily compressed.
14. ‘A substance has a definite shape as well as a definite volume’. Which physical state is represented by this

statement ?
15. A substance has neither a fixed shape nor a fixed volume. State whether it is a solid, a liquid or a gas.
16. Name two gases which are supplied in compressed form in homes and hospitals.
17. Write the full forms of the following :

(a) LPG (b) CNG
18. Which of the two diffuses faster : a liquid or a gas ?
19. Which of the two diffuses slower : bromine vapour into air or copper sulphate into water ?
20. State whether the following statement is true or false :

Red-brown bromine vapour diffuse into air in a gas jar but the colourless air molecules do not diffuse into
bromine vapour.

21. A bottle of perfume was opened in a room. The smell of its vapours spread in the entire room. Name the
property of gases which is responsible for this behaviour of perfume vapours.

22. If the fish is being fried in a neighbouring home, we can smell it sitting in our own home. Name the process
which brings this smell to us.

23. Name one property of liquids and gases which tells us that their molecules are moving constantly.
24. Fill in the following blanks with suitable words :

(a) The best evidence that the particles of matter are constantly moving comes from the studies of ............
and ............

(b) The smell of perfume gradually spreads across a room due to............
(c) Solid, liquid and gas are the three............of matter.
(d) At room temperature, the forces of attraction between the particles of solid substances are................than

those which exist in the gaseous state.
(e) The arrangement of particles is less ordered in the...................state. However, there is no order in

the..........state.

At start After an hour After a day
These pictures show black ink diffusing through a beaker of water.
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MATTER IN OUR SURROUNDINGS 19

 Short Answer Type Questions
25. State two characteristics of matter demonstrated by :

(a) diffusion.
(b) Brownian motion.

26. Name the scientist who studied the movement of pollen grains suspended in water through a microscope.
What is this phenomenon known as ?

27. When a crystal of potassium permanganate is placed in a beaker, its purple colour spreads throughout the
water. What does this observation tell us about the nature of potassium permanganate and water ?

28. When a gas jar containing air is inverted over a gas jar containing bromine vapour, the red-brown bromine
vapour diffuse into air. Explain how bromine vapour diffuse into air.

29. Describe in your own words, what happens to the particles when salt dissolves in water.
30. Explain why, we can easily move our hand in air but to do the same through a plank of wood, we need a

karate expert.
31. Give one example of the diffusion of a solid in another solid.
32. Explain why, the diffusion of a solid in another solid is a very slow process.
33. Which of the following diffuses fastest and which the slowest ?

Solid, Liquid, Gas
Give reasons for your answer.

34. Explain the following :
When an incense stick is lighted in the corner of a room, its fragrance spreads quickly in the entire room.

35. Name the three states of matter. Give one example of each.
36. State two characteristic properties each of :

(a) a solid (b) a liquid      (c) a gas
37. Why do gases have neither a fixed shape nor a fixed volume ?
38. How do solids, liquids and gases differ in shape and volume ?
39. Arrange the following substances in increasing order of force of attraction between their particles (keeping

the substance having the minimum force of attraction first) :
Water, Sugar, Oxygen

40. Give two reasons to justify that :
(a) Water is a liquid at room temperature.
(b) An iron almirah is a solid.

41 (a) When an incense stick (agarbatti) is lighted in one corner of a room, its fragrance quickly spreads in the
entire room. Name the process involved in this.

(b) A girl is cooking some food in the kitchen. The smell of food being cooked soon reaches her brother’s
room. Explain how the smell could have reached her brother’s room.

42. (a) What does the diffusion of gases tell us about their particles ?
(b) Give one example of diffusion of gases in a liquid.

43. Give reason for the following observation :
The smell of hot sizzling food reaches us even from a considerable distance but to get the smell from cold
food, we have to go close to it.

44. Explain how, the smell of food being cooked in the kitchen reaches us even from a considerable distance.
45. Explain why, when a bottle of perfume is opened in a room, we can smell it even from a considerable

distance.
46. When a crystal of copper sulphate is placed at the bottom of a beaker containing water, the water slowly

turns blue. Why ?
47. Honey is more viscous than water. Can you suggest why ?
48. Explain why :

(a) air is used to inflate tyres.
(b) steel is used to make railway lines.

49. Explain why, diffusion occurs more quickly in a gas than in a liquid.
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SCIENCE FOR NINTH CLASS : CHEMISTRY20

 Long Answer Type Questions
50. (a) What is meant by ‘diffusion’ ? Give one example of diffusion in gases.

(b) Why do gases diffuse very fast ?
(c) Name two gases of air which dissolve in water by diffusion. What is the importance of this process in

nature ?
51. (a) Compare the properties of solids, liquids and gases in tabular form.

(b) Give two reasons for saying that wood is a solid.

52. (a) Why does a gas exert pressure ?
(b) Why does a gas fill a vessel completely ?
(c) Why are gases so easily compressible whereas it is almost impossible to compress a solid or a liquid ?

53. (a) Define matter. Give four examples of matter.
(b) What are the characteristics of matter ?

54. (a) What is Brownian motion ? Draw a diagram to show the movement of a particle (like a pollen grain)
during Brownian motion.

(b) In a beam of sunlight entering a room, we can sometimes see dust particles moving in a haphazard way
in the air. Why do these dust particles move ?

 Multiple Choice Questions (MCQs)
55. When a crystal of potassium permanganate is placed at the bottom of water in a beaker, the water in the

whole beaker turns purple on its own, even without stirring. This is an example of :
(a) distribution (b) intrusion (c) diffusion (d) effusion

56. Which one of the following statement is correct in respect of fluids ?
(a) only gases behave as fluids (b) gases and solids behave as fluids
(c) gases and liquids behave as fluids (d) only liquids are fluids

57. A few substances are arranged in the increasing order of ‘forces of attraction’ between their particles. Which
one of the following represents the correct arrangement ?
(a) water, air, wind (b) air, sugar, oil (c) oxygen, water, sugar (d) salt, juice, air

58. In which of the following conditions, the distance between the molecules of hydrogen gas would increase ?
(i) increasing pressure on hydrogen contained in a closed container

(ii) some hydrogen gas leaking out of the container
(iii) increasing the volume of the container of hydrogen gas
(iv) adding more hydrogen gas to the container without increasing the volume of the container

(a) (i) and (iii) (b) (i) and (iv) (c) (ii) and (iii) (d) (ii) and (iv)

During class, the students
resemble molecules in a solid
(because they are very close
to one another)

While going from one
classroom to another the
students resemble molecules
in a liquid (because they are a
little more farther apart from
one another)

And in the playground
students resemble
molecules in a gas
(because they are very,
very far apart from one
another)
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59. Out of the following, an example of matter which can be termed as fluid is :
(a) carbon (b) sulphur (c) oxygen (d)  phosphorus

60. The best evidence for the existence and movement of particles in liquids was provided by :
(a) John Dalton (b) Ernest Rutherford (c) J.J. Thomson (d) Robert Brown

61. A form of matter has no fixed shape but it has a fixed volume. An example of this form of matter is :
(a) krypton (b) kerosene (c) carbon steel (d) carbon dioxide

62. Which of the following statement is incorrect ?
(a) the particles of matter are very, very small
(b) the particles of matter attract one another
(c) the particles of some of the matter are moving constantly
(d) the particles of all the matter have spaces between them

63. When a gas jar full of air is placed upside down on a gas jar full of bromine vapours, the red-brown vapours
of bromine from the lower jar go upward into the jar containing air. In this experiment :
(a) air is heavier than bromine
(b) both air and bromine have the same density
(c) bromine is heavier than air
(d) bromine cannot be heavier than air because it is going upwards against gravity

64. When a gas jar containing colourless air is kept upside down over a gas jar full of brown-coloured bromine
vapour, then after some time, the brown colour of bromine vapour spreads into the upper gas jar making
both the gas jars appear brown in colour. Which of the following conclusion obtained from these observations
is incorrect ?
(a) bromine vapour is made of tiny particles which are moving
(b) air is made up of tiny particles which are moving
(c) the particles of bromine are moving but those of air are not moving
(d) even though bromine vapour is heavier than air, it can move up against gravity

65. Which one of the following statements is not true ?
(a) the molecules in a solid vibrate about a fixed position
(b) the molecules in a liquid are arranged in a regular pattern
(c) the molecules in a gas exert negligibly small forces on each other, except during collisions
(d) the molecules of a gas occupy all the space available

 Questions Based on High Order Thinking Skills (HOTS)
66. Look at the diagram on the right side. Jar A contains a red-brown gas whereas

jar B contains a colourless gas. The two gas jars are separated by a glass plate
placed between them
(a) What will happen when the glass plate between the two jars is pulled away ?
(b) What name is given to the phenomenon which takes place ?
(c) Name the brown gas which could be in jar A.
(d) Which is the colourless gas most likely to be present in jar B ?
(e) Name one coloured solid and one colourless liquid which can show the same

phenomenon.
67. Bromine and air take about 15 minutes to diffuse completely but bromine diffuses

into a vacuum very rapidly. Why is this so ?
68. Bromine particles are almost twice as heavy as chlorine particles. Which gas will diffuse faster ; bromine

(vapour) or chlorine ? Explain your answer.
69. Why  is a liquid (the hydraulic fluid) used to operate the brakes in a car ?
70. Explain why, a small volume of water in a kettle can fill a kitchen with steam.
71. Explain why, osmosis can be considered to be a special kind of diffusion. Classify the following into

(i) osmosis, and (ii) diffusion :
(a) swelling up of a raisin on keeping in water
(b) spreading of virus on sneezing

Jar B

Colourless gas

Glass
plate

Red-brown
gas

Jar A
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(c) earthworm dying on coming in contact with common salt
(d) shrinking of grapes kept in thick sugar syrup
(e) preserving of pickles in salt
(f) spreading of smell of cake being baked in the kitchen
(g) aquatic animals using oxygen dissolved in water during respiration

72. A student placed a gas jar containing air in the upside down position over a gas jar full of red-brown
bromine vapours. He observed that the red-brown colour spread upwards into the jar containing air. Based
on this observation, the student concluded that it is only the bromine vapour which moves up and diffuses
into air in the upper jar, the air from the upper jar does not move down by diffusion into the lower jar
containing bromine vapours. Do you agree with this conclusion of the student ? Give reason for your answer.

73. An inflated balloon full of air goes down slowly (becomes smaller and smaller slowly) even though the knot
at the mouth of  the balloon is airtight. And after a week all the air has escaped from the balloon. Explain
how the air particles got out  of the balloon.

74. When extremely small particles X derived from the anther of a flower were suspended in a liquid Y and
observed through a microscope, it was found that the particles X were moving throughout the liquid Y in a
very zig-zag way. It was also observed that warmer the liquid Y, faster the particles X moved on its surface.
(a) What could particles X be ?
(b) What do you think liquid Y is ?
(c) What is the zig-zag movement of X known as ?
(d) What is causing the zig-zag movement of particles X ?
(e) Name the scientist who discovered this phenomenon.
(f) What does this experiment tell us about the nature of liquid Y ?

75. When a beam of sunlight enters a room through a window, we can see tiny particles X suspended in a gas
(or rather a mixture of gases) Y which are moving rapidly in a very haphazard manner.
(a) What could particles X be ?
(b) Name the gas (or mixture of gases) Y.
(c) What is the phenomenon exhibited by particles X known as ?
(d) What is causing the movement of particles X ?
(e) What conclusion does the existence of this phenomenon give us about the nature of matter ?

ANSWERS
2. Diffusion and Brownian motion 3. Diffusion 4. The particles of a liquid (here water) have spaces
between them 5. Each crystal of potassium permanganate must be made up of millions of small particles
6. The particles of matter are constantly moving in all the directions 7. The particles of matter attract one
another (some attract less as in the case of chalk but some attract much more as in the case of iron)
8. Atoms or Molecules 9. Diffusion 10. (a) Solid (b) Liquid and Gas 19. Copper sulphate into water
20.  False 21. Diffusion 22. Diffusion 23. Diffusion 24. (a) diffusion ; Brownian motion (b) diffusion
(c) states (d) much more (e) liquid ; gaseous 39. Oxygen < Water  < Sugar 47. The force of attraction
between the particles of honey is much more than the force of attraction between the particles of water
55. (c) 56. (c) 57. (c) 58. (c) 59. (c) 60. (d) 61. (b) 62. (c) 63. (c) 64. (c) 65. (b) 66. (a) The red-
brown gas will diffuse from jar A into colourless gas in jar B due to which its red-brown colour will also
spread into jar B (b) Diffusion (in gases) (c) Bromine vapour (d) Air (e) Potassium permanganate and
Water 67.  Bromine diffuses slowly into air because the motion of bromine molecules is obstructed due to
the collisions with the moving molecules of air. Bromine diffuses very rapidly into vacuum because there is
‘nothing’ in the vacuum to oppose the motion of bromine molecules 68. Chlorine will diffuse faster than
bromine vapour. This is because light molecules diffuse faster than heavy molecules 69. The particles in a
liquid (the brake oil) can move freely without being compressed much and hence transmit the pressure
applied on brake pedal to the brake drum (on moving wheel) efficiently 70. The steam is gaseous
form of water. The molecules of water in steam move very rapidly in all directions and fill the whole kitchen
space with steam. Gases (including steam) fill their container completely 71.  In both, diffusion as well as
osmosis, there is movement of particles from a region of higher concentration to a region of lower
concentration. Diffusion can take place without there being a membrane or through a permeable membrane
(which allows both solvent particles as well as solute particles to pass through it). Osmosis takes place only
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through a semi-permeable membrane (which allows only solvent particles to pass through it) (i) Osmosis :
(a), (c), (d) and (e) (ii) Diffusion : (b), (f) and (g) 72. No, the student’s conclusion is wrong. The air from
upper gas jar also diffuses down into the lower gas jar containing bromine vapour. But since air is colourless,
it cannot be noticed by the student 73. The fast moving molecules of air trapped in the inflated balloon
exert continuous pressure on the thin, stretched rubber sheet of balloon and keep on diffusing out gradually
through it. 74. (a) Pollen grains (b) Water (c) Brownian motion (d) The fast moving water molecules
are constantly hitting particles X (pollen grains) causing them to move in a zig-zag path (e) Robert Brown
(f) The liquid Y is made up of extremely small particles which are constantly moving 75. (a) Dust particles
(b) Air (c) Brownian motion (d) The fast moving air molecules are constantly hitting the tiny dust particles
causing them to move rapidly in a very haphazard manner (e) The gaseous matter ‘air’ is made up of very
tiny particles which are constantly moving

THE COMMON UNIT OF TEMPERATURE AND SI UNIT OF TEMPERATURE
We use Celsius  scale of temperature for measuring temperatures in our everyday life. So, the common

unit of measuring temperatures (like melting points, boiling points, etc.) is ‘degrees Celsius’ which is
written in short form as °C (read as degrees C).
The laboratory thermometers which we use for
performing science experiments are all calibrated
in ‘degrees Celsius’. Even the clinical
thermometer which we use for measuring
human body temperature is calibrated on Celsius
scale of temperature. The melting point of ice
on Celsius scale of temperature is 0°C (zero
degree Celsius). And the boiling point of water
on Celsius scale is 100°C.

There is another scale of temperature called
Kelvin scale of temperature which is used by
the scientists mainly for research work. The SI
unit of measuring temperature is Kelvin, which
is denoted by the symbol K. Please note that the
word ‘degree’ or its sign (°) is not written with
the Kelvin scale temperatures. An advantage of the Kelvin scale of temperature is that all the temperatures
on this scale are positive. The melting point of ice on Kelvin scale is 273 K. And the boiling point of
water on Kelvin scale is 373 K.

We have just learnt that the melting point of ice on the Celsius scale is 0°C and on the Kelvin scale is
273 K. This means that a temperature of 0° on Celsius scale is equal to 273 on the Kelvin scale. So,

0°C = 273 K

 The relation between Kelvin scale and Celsius scale of temperature can be written as :

Temp. on Kelvin scale = Temp. on Celsius scale + 273

This relation can be used to convert a Celsius temperature into Kelvin temperature or a Kelvin
temperature into Celsius temperature. We should remember the above relation because it will be used to
solve numerical problems as shown below.

Sample Problem 1. Convert the temperature of 25°C to the Kelvin scale. (NCERT Book Question)

Solution. We know that :

Temp. on Kelvin scale = Temp. on Celsius scale + 273

= 25 + 273

= 298 K

Thus, a temperature of 25°C on Celsius scale is equal to 298 K on the Kelvin scale.

Figure 32. Anders Celsius : The
scientist who invented Celsius
scale of temperature.

Figure 33. Lord William
Thomson Kelvin : The scientist
who invented Kelvin scale of
temperature.
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Sample Problem 2. Convert the temperature of 300 K to the Celsius scale.       (NCERT Book Question)

Solution.  We know that :

Temp. on Kelvin scale = Temp. on Celsius scale + 273

So, 300 = Temp. on Celsius scale + 273

And,Temp. on Celsius scale = 300 – 273

= 27°C

Thus, a temperature of 300 K on Kelvin scale is equal to 27°C on Celsius scale.

It is clear from the above discussion that :
(i) To convert a temperature on Celsius scale to the Kelvin scale, we have to add 273 to the Celsius

temperature.
(ii) And to convert a temperature on Kelvin scale to the Celsius scale, we have to subtract 273 from

the Kelvin temperature.

CHANGE OF STATE OF MATTER
Matter can exist in three physical states : solid state, liquid state and gaseous state (or vapour state).

For example, water exists as a solid in the form of ice ; as a liquid in the form of water ; and as a gas in the
form of steam (or water vapour). Water comes as ice out of the freezer of a refrigerator, as water out of a
tap, and as steam (or water vapour) out of a kettle of boiling water.

We can change the physical state of matter in two ways :

1. By changing the temperature, and

2. By changing the pressure.

When we say that we can change the state of matter by changing the temperature, we mean that the
state of matter can be changed by heating it or cooling it. And when we say that we can change the state of
matter by changing the pressure, we mean that the state of matter can be changed by increasing the pressure
on it (compressing it), or by decreasing the pressure on it.

The spaces between the particles, the force of attraction between the particles and the amount of
movement (or kinetic energy) of particles can be changed by changing the pressure and (or) temperature of
a substance. So, depending on the pressure and temperature, etc., the same substance can exist in all the
three physical states : solid, liquid and gas. For example, under normal pressure, water exists as a solid in
the form of ice at a temperature of 0°C or below. It exists as a liquid in the form of water at room temperature,
and as a gas in the form of steam at a temperature of 100°C  or above. From this discussion we conclude
that the two factors which decide whether a given substance would be in a solid, liquid or gaseous state
are : temperature and pressure. We will now discuss the effect of change of temperature and the effect of
change of pressure on the physical state of matter in detail, one by one.

Figure 34. Ice. Figure 35. Water (in glass). Figure 36. Steam (coming out of
kettle).
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EFFECT OF CHANGE OF TEMPERATURE
By increasing the temperature (by heating), a solid can be converted into liquid state ; and the liquid

can be converted into gaseous state (or vapour state). And by decreasing the temperature (by cooling), a
gas can be converted into liquid state ; and a liquid can be converted into solid state. These points will
become more clear from the following discussion.

1. Solid to Liquid Change : Melting

If we heat ice, it changes into water. In this case, solid ice changes
into liquid water, so a change of state has taken place. The process in
which a solid substance changes into a liquid on heating, is called
melting (or fusion). So, when ice changes into water on heating, it is
called melting of ice (or fusion of ice). A change of state takes place during
melting (or fusion). The melting of a solid substance takes place at a fixed
temperature. The temperature at which a solid substance melts and
changes into a liquid at atmospheric pressure, is called melting point
of the substance. For example, the ice melts at a temperature of 0°C to
form liquid water, so the melting point of ice is 0°C (zero degree Celsius).
At melting point, ice changes its state from solid to liquid.

Different solids have different melting points. For example, the melting
point of ice is 0°C; the melting point of wax is 63°C; whereas the melting
point of iron is 1535°C. The melting point of a solid is a measure of the
force of attraction between its particles (atoms or molecules). Higher
the melting point of a solid substance, greater will be the force of attraction
between its particles. For example, the melting point of iron metal is very high (1535°C) which tells us that
the force of attraction between the particles of iron is very strong. We will now describe how a solid
changes into a liquid on heating.

When a solid is heated sufficiently, it changes its physical state and becomes a liquid. This happens
as follows : When a solid substance is heated, the heat energy makes its particles
vibrate more vigorously. At the melting point, the particles of a solid have
sufficient kinetic energy to overcome the strong forces of attraction holding
them in fixed positions and break to form small groups of particles. And the
solid melts to form a liquid.

2. Liquid to Gas Change : Boiling (or Vaporisation)

Water normally exists in the liquid state. If we go on heating water, it
ultimately starts boiling and changes rapidly into a gas called steam. In this
case, the liquid water changes into a gas, so a change of state has taken place.
The process in which a liquid substance changes into a gas rapidly on heating,
is called boiling. So, when water changes into steam rapidly on heating, it is
called boiling of water. A change of state takes place during boiling. The boiling
of a liquid takes place at a fixed temperature. The temperature at which a
liquid boils and changes rapidly into a gas at atmospheric pressure, is called
boiling point of the liquid. For example, when water is heated to a temperature
of 100°C, it boils rapidly to form a gas called steam, so the boiling point of
water is 100°C (hundred degrees Celsius). At boiling point, water changes its
state from liquid to gas (or vapour).

Different liquids have different boiling points. For example, the boiling point
of alcohol is 78°C, the boiling point of water is 100°C, whereas the boiling point

Figure 37. Ice is melting to form
water. Here the heat needed to melt
ice is being supplied by the
surrounding air which is at a higher
temperature than ice.

Figure 38. Water is boiling to
form steam (which is a gas).
The heat required for the
boiling of water is being
supplied by a burner.
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of mercury is 357°C. The boiling point of a liquid is a measure of the force of attraction between its
particles. Higher the boiling point of a liquid, greater will be the force of attraction between its particles.
For example, the boiling point of mercury is very high (357°C) which tells us that the force of attraction
between the particles of mercury is very strong. We will now describe how a liquid changes
into a gas on heating.

When a liquid is heated, it changes its physical state and becomes a gas. This happens
as follows : When a liquid is heated, the heat energy makes its particles move even faster.
At the boiling point the particles of a liquid have sufficient kinetic energy to overcome the
forces of attraction holding them together and separate into individual  particles. And the
liquid boils to form a gas.

3. Gas to Liquid Change : Condensation

If we cool steam (or water vapour)
by lowering its temperature, it is
converted into liquid water. In this case
a gas (steam) changes into a liquid, so
a change of state has taken place. The
process of changing a gas (or vapour)
to a liquid by cooling, is called
condensation. So, when steam (or
water vapour) changes into water on
cooling, it is called condensation of
steam (or condensation of water
vapour). A change of state (gas to
liquid) takes place during
condensation. This happens as follows.

When a gas is cooled enough (by
lowering its temperature), then its
particles lose so much kinetic energy
that they slow down, move closer
together until they start being attracted
to each other, and form a liquid. Please note that condensation is the reverse of boiling (or vaporisation).

4. Liquid to Solid Change : Freezing

When water is cooled (by lowering its temperature by keeping in the freezer compartment of a
refrigerator), it changes into solid ‘ice’. The process of changing a liquid into a solid by cooling, is called
freezing. For example, when water is  cooled, it gets converted into a solid called ‘ice’. This is called
freezing of water. Freezing means solidification. When water freezes to form ice, then there is a change
from liquid state to solid state. Please note that freezing is the reverse of melting. So, the freezing point of
a liquid is the same as the melting point of its solid form. For example, the melting point of ice is 0°C, so
the freezing point of water is also 0°C. A change of state (liquid to solid) occurs during
freezing. This happens as follows.

When a liquid is cooled (by lowering its temperature), its particles lose energy due to
which they move slowly. If the liquid is cooled enough (up to its freezing point), its each
particle stops moving and vibrates about a fixed position. At this stage the liquid freezes
and becomes a solid.

From the above discussion we conclude that the state of matter can be changed by changing the
temperature (by heating or cooling). For example, when a solid is heated, it melts to form a liquid. And

Water
formed by

condensation
of steam

Steam
condenses
(liquefies)

Ice

Frying
pan

Steam

Beaker

Burner

Water

Kettle

Figure 39. This experimental set-up shows the process of condensation.
When we hold a frying pan containing some ice just above the spout of a
kettle of boiling water, then the hot steam coming out of the spout comes in
contact with the ice-cold bottom of frying pan, gets cooled, and condenses to
form drops of liquid water.
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when the liquid is heated further, it boils to form a gas. These changes can be easily reversed. For example,
when a gas is cooled, it condenses to form a liquid. And when a liquid is cooled further, it freezes (or
solidifies) to form a solid. The conversion of matter from one physical state to another can be shown as
follows :

SOLID
STATE

LIQUID
STATE

GASEOUS
STATE

Heat (Melting)

Cool (Freezing)

Heat (Boiling)

Cool (Condensation)

LATENT HEAT
Normally, when heat is given to a substance, then its temperature rises. This, however, is not so when

a change of state of a substance takes place. Because when heat is given to change the physical state of a
substance (from solid to liquid or liquid to gas), there is no rise in temperature of the substance. The heat
energy which has to be supplied to change the state of a substance is called its latent heat. Latent heat
does not raise (or increase) the temperature. But latent heat has always to be supplied to change the state of a
substance. The word ‘latent’ means ‘hidden’. It is called latent heat because it becomes hidden in the substance
undergoing the change of state, and does not show its presence by raising the temperature. So, the latent
heat which is given to change the state of a substance cannot be detected by a thermometer. Let us see why
latent heat does not cause a rise in temperature of the substance.

Every substance (solid or liquid) has some forces of attraction between its particles which hold them
together. Now, if a substance has to change its state, then it is necessary to overcome (or break) these forces
of attraction between its particles. The latent heat which we supply is used up in overcoming the forces
of attraction between the particles  of a substance during the change of state. The latent heat does not
increase the kinetic energy of the particles of the substance. And since there is no increase in the kinetic
energy of the particles, the temperature of a substance does not rise during the change of state.

Latent heat is of two types :
1. Latent heat of fusion, and
2. Latent heat of vaporisation.

The heat required to convert a solid into the liquid state is called
latent heat of fusion (or latent heat of melting). And the heat
required to convert a liquid into the vapour state (or gas) is called
latent heat of vaporisation. We will discuss both the types of latent
heats in somewhat detail, one by one.

1. Latent Heat of Fusion (Solid to Liquid Change)

The latent heat of fusion can be studied by performing an
experiment as follows : We take some crushed ice in a beaker and
suspend a thermometer in it (see Figure 40). We note the
temperature of ice. It is found to be 0°C. We now heat the ice gently
by using a small flame of the burner. On heating, ice starts melting
to form water. We keep on recording the temperature of melting
ice on the thermometer every minute. As more heat is given, more
ice melts to form water but the thermometer reading remains at
0°C. As long as there remains even a little of ice in the beaker, the
temperature does not rise, it remains constant at 0°C. This shows
that there is no rise in temperature during the melting of ice. It is
only when all the ice has melted that the temperature of water
(formed from ice)  starts rising on further heating. The heat which
is going into ice but not increasing its temperature, is the energy
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Temperature 0°C
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Figure 40. Melting of ice to form water
(solid to liquid change).
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required to change the state of ice from solid to liquid (water). This is known as the latent heat of fusion
of ice (or latent heat of melting of ice). We will now give a definition of the latent heat of fusion of a solid
substance.

The latent heat of fusion (or melting) of a solid is the quantity of heat in joules required to convert
1 kilogram of the solid (at its melting point) to liquid, without any change in temperature. It has been
found by experiments that 3.34 × 105 joules  of heat has to be supplied  to change 1 kilogram of ice (at its
melting point, 0°C) to water at the same temperature of 0°C. So, the latent heat of fusion of ice is
3.34 × 105 joules per kilogram (or 3.34 × 105 J/kg).

We have just seen that when a solid melts (on heating), its temperature remains the same. Now, an
important question arises : Where does the heat energy go ? Actually, this heat energy is used up in
changing the state of the solid substance by overcoming the force of attraction between its particles.
This point will become more clear from the following example of melting of ice.

We will now discuss why the temperature of melting ice does not rise even though heat is being
supplied continuously. This can be explained as follows : Ice is a solid substance, so the particles of ice
attract one another with strong forces. These forces of attraction hold the particles closely packed in solid
ice. The heat which we supply to ice during melting is all used up to overcome the forces of attraction
between ice particles so that they become somewhat loose and form liquid water. This heat does not increase
the kinetic energy of particles and hence no rise in temperature takes place during the melting of ice. But
when all the ice has melted to form water, further heating increases the kinetic energy of water particles
due to which the temperature of water starts rising sharply.

The latent heat of fusion of ice is 3.34 × 105 J/kg. By saying that the latent heat of fusion of ice is
3.34 × 105 joules per kilogram, we mean that 3.34 × 105 joules of heat is required to change 1 kilogram of ice
at its melting point of 0°C into water at the same temperature (of 0°C). This means that 1 kilogram of ice at
0°C has 3.34 × 105 joules of less heat than 1 kilogram of water at the same temperature of 0°C. It has been
found that ice at 0°C is more effective in cooling a substance than
water at 0°C. This is due to the fact that for melting, each kilogram
of ice takes its latent heat of 3.34 × 105 joules from the substance and
hence cools the substance more effectively. On the other hand, water
at 0°C cannot take any such latent heat from the substance.

When we hold a piece of ice in our hand, it feels very cold. This
can be explained as follows : The piece of ice held in our hand starts
melting slowly. This ice takes the latent heat (required for melting)
from our hand. Our hand loses heat to ice and hence we feel it to be
cold.

When a solid melts, it absorbs heat to form liquid. The reverse of
this is also true. That is, when a liquid freezes to form a solid, an
equal amount of heat is given out. For example, when ice at 0°C
melts, it absorbs latent heat of fusion to form water at the same
temperature, 0°C. Now, when water at 0°C freezes to form ice at
0°C, then it gives out an equal amount of heat.

2. Latent Heat of Vaporisation (Liquid to Gas Change)

The latent heat of vaporisation can be studied by performing an experiment as follows : We take some
water in a beaker and suspend a thermometer in it (see Figure 42). We heat this water by using a burner
and note its temperature after every minute. As heat is given, the temperature of water rises gradually
until 100°C is reached. At the temperature of 100°C, water boils and starts changing into steam (which is a
gas). As more heat is given to water, more steam is formed but the thermometer reading remains at 100°C
showing that there is no rise in temperature during the boiling of water. Thus, once the water has begun to

Figure 41. A piece of ice held in our
hand feels very cold because it takes latent
heat (required for melting) from our hand.
Our hand loses heat to ice making us feel
cold.
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boil, the temperature remains constant at 100°C until all the
water has changed into steam. The heat which is going into
boiling water but not increasing its temperature is the energy
required to change the state of water from liquid to gas (or
vapour). This is known as the latent heat of vaporisation of
water. We will now give a definition of the latent heat of
vaporisation of a liquid substance.

The latent heat of vaporisation of a liquid is the quantity
of heat in joules required to convert 1 kilogram of the liquid
(at its boiling point) to vapour or gas, without any change in
temperature. It has been found by experiments that 22.5 × 105

joules of heat is required to change 1 kilogram  of water (at its
boiling point, 100°C) to steam at the same temperature of 100°C.
So, the latent heat of vaporisation of water is 22.5 × 105 joules
per kilogram (or 22.5 × 105 J/kg).

We have just seen that when a liquid boils (on heating), its
temperature remains the same. The heat energy supplied to a
boiling liquid is used up in changing the state of the liquid
substance by overcoming the force of attraction between its
particles.  This point will become more clear from the following
example of vaporisation of water.

We will now discuss why the temperature of boiling water does not rise even though heat is being
given continuously. This can be explained as follows : Water is a liquid substance. The particles of water
attract one another with certain forces. These forces of attraction hold the water particles together in the
liquid state. The heat which we supply to water during boiling is used to overcome (or break) the forces of
attraction between water particles so that they become totally free and change into a gas (steam). This
latent heat does not increase the kinetic energy of water particles and hence no rise in temperature takes
place during the boiling of water.

If we put a little of spirit at the back of our hand and wave it around, the spirit evaporates rapidly and
our hand feels very cold. This is due to the fact that spirit needs latent heat of vaporisation to change from
liquid to vapour state (gas state). The spirit takes the latent heat of
vaporisation from our hand. So, our hand loses heat and gets cooled.

When water changes into steam, it absorbs latent heat, but when
steam condenses to form water, an equal amount of latent heat is
given out. It has been found that the burns caused by steam are much
more severe than those caused by boiling water though both of them
are at the same temperature of 100°C. This is due to the fact that steam
contains more heat, in the form of latent heat, than boiling water. So,
when steam falls on our skin and condenses to produce water it gives
out 22.5 × 105 joules per kilogram more heat than boiling water at the
same temperature. Since steam gives out more heat than boiling water,
it causes more severe burns. This also explains why steam is better
than boiling water for heating purposes.

SUBLIMATION
Most of the solid substances, when heated, first change into a liquid and then into vapours (or gas).

This vapour, on cooling, first forms  a liquid and then a solid. But there are a few solid substances which
change directly into vapours (or gas) on heating and the vapours give back solid substance on cooling
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Figure 42. Boiling of water to form steam
(liquid to gas change).

Figure 43. These burns have been caused
by steam.© S
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(without passing through the liquid state). The changing of a solid directly into vapours on heating, and
of vapours into solid on cooling, is known as sublimation. Sublimation can be represented as :

Please note that :
(i) the changing of a solid directly into vapour (or gas) is called sublimation, and

(ii) the changing of vapour (or gas) directly into solid is also called sublimation.

The solid substance which undergoes sublimation is said to ‘sublime’. The solid obtained by cooling the
vapours of the solid is called a ‘sublimate’. We will now give an example of sublimation.

Ammonium chloride undergoes sublimation. When solid ammonium chloride is heated, it directly changes
into ammonium chloride vapour (without passing through liquid state). And when hot ammonium chloride
vapour is cooled, it directly changes into solid ammonium chloride (without passing through the liquid state).
Sublimation occurs in only a few substances. So, it is a rare process. The common substances which undergo

sublimation are : Ammonium chloride, Iodine, Camphor, Naphthalene and Anthracene.
When these solids are heated, their particles move so quickly that they separate completely to
form vapour (or gas). And when these vapour (or gas) is cooled,
these particles slow down so quickly that they become fixed and
form a solid. Another example of sublimation is provided by solid
carbon dioxide (which is commonly known as dry ice). Solid
carbon dioxide (or dry ice) sublimes to form carbon dioxide gas.
We will now perform an experiment to demonstrate the
sublimation of ammonium chloride.

We take some ammonium chloride in a china dish and place
the china dish on a tripod stand (see Figure 46). The china dish
is covered with an inverted glass funnel. A loose cotton plug is
put in the upper, open end of the funnel to prevent the
ammonium chloride vapours from escaping into the atmosphere.
The china dish is heated by using a burner. On heating,
ammonium chloride changes into white vapours. These vapours
rise up and get converted into solid ammonium chloride on
coming in contact with the cold, inner walls of the funnel (see
Figure 46). In this way, ammonium chloride collects on the inner
sides of the funnel in the form of a sublimate and can be removed.

Solid
iodine iodine

vapour

Figure 44. Solid iodine sublimes on heating. This
means that solid iodine gets converted directly into
vapours (or gas) on heating.

Figure 45. Dry ice (solid carbon dioxide) sublimes on heating and
can be used to create special effects on stage (as shown in the
above photograph).

Burner

Tripod stand

Cotton plug

Inverted
glass

funnel Ammonium
chloride
(Sublimate)Vapours of

ammonium
chloride

China dish

Wire gauze

Ammonium
chloride

Figure 46. Sublimation of ammonium chloride.
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In many households, small
naphthalene balls are kept in stored
woollen and silk clothes, etc., to protect
them from the attack of moths and other
insects. It is noticed that these
naphthalene balls disappear with time
without leaving behind any residue.
This is because naphthalene balls
undergo sublimation. The naphthalene
balls keep on forming naphthalene
vapours slowly which disappear into the
air. We can now show the
interconversion between the three states
of matter : solid, liquid and gas, with the help of ‘states of matter triangle’ shown in Figure 48.

EFFECT OF CHANGE OF PRESSURE
The physical state of matter can also be changed by changing the pressure. In other words, the physical

state of matter can also be changed by increasing the pressure or decreasing the pressure. For example,
gases can be changed into liquids by increasing the pressure (accompanied by lowering of temperature).
And some solids (like solid carbon dioxide) can change into gases on decreasing the pressure. Let us discuss
it in a little more detail.
Gases Can be Liquefied by Applying Pressure and Lowering Temperature

When a high pressure is applied to a gas, it gets compressed (into a small volume), and when we also
lower its temperature, it gets liquefied. So, we can also say that gases can be liquefied (turned into liquids)
by compression and cooling. This happens as follows.

(a) (b) (c)
Figure 49. By applying high pressure, the particles of a gas can be brought so close together that it liquefies

(turns into a liquid).

There is a lot of space between the particles of a gas. We can reduce the
spaces (or distances) between the particles of a gas by enclosing it in a
cylinder and compressing it by pushing in the piston [see Figures 49(a) and
(b)]. If enough force (or pressure) is applied to the piston, the gas is highly
compressed (into a small volume). The particles of gas get so close together
that they start attracting each other sufficiently to form a liquid [see Figure
49(c)]. And we say that the gas has liquefied. When a gas is compressed too
much, then heat is produced due to compression. So, while applying
pressure to liquefy gases, it is necessary to cool them to take away the heat
produced during compression. Cooling lowers the temperature of
compressed gas and helps in liquefying it. From this discussion we conclude
that gases can be liquefied by applying pressure and lowering
temperature. In other words, gases can be liquefied by compression and
cooling. A gas must be cooled below a certain temperature before
liquefaction by pressure can occur. Cooling is usually done by pouring water

Figure 47. These are naphthalene
balls. Naphthalene is an organic
compound which undergoes
sublimation.

GAS

SOLID LIQUID

C
ondensation

Boiling
(Evaporation)

S
ub

lim
at
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n

S
ub

lim
at

io
n

Melting

Freezing
Figure 48. States of matter triangle.
It shows the interconversion of the
three states of matter.

Piston
Piston
pushed
in

Compress

Cylinder
and cool

Gas
particles

Gas
particles
get closer

The particles
get so close
that the gas
liquefies

Compress

and cool

Figure 50. Oxygen gas can be
liquefied by applying high pressure
and lowering the temperature
(cooling). This picture shows liquid
oxygen (obtained by the liquefaction
of oxygen gas). Liquid oxygen is
blue in colour.
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over the coils carrying the compressed gas. Ammonia gas can be
liquefied by applying high pressure and lowering the temperature.
That is, ammonia gas can be liquefied by compression and cooling.

We have just studied that increasing the pressure and lowering
the temperature can change the state of matter from a gas to a liquid.
Even decreasing the pressure and raising the temperature can change
the state of matter. This will become clear from the following example.
Solid carbon dioxide (dry ice) is stored under high pressure. This
is because on decreasing the pressure on solid carbon dioxide, it gets
converted directly into carbon dioxide gas. For example, when a slab
of solid carbon dioxide is kept exposed to air, then the pressure on it
is reduced to normal atmospheric pressure (1 atmosphere), its
temperature rises, and it starts changing into carbon dioxide gas.
Thus, the conversion of solid carbon dioxide into carbon dioxide
gas is a change of state (from solid to gas) which is caused by the decrease in pressure and higher
atmospheric temperature. Solid carbon dioxide is a white solid called dry ice. Solid carbon dioxide is an
extremely cold substance. It is used to ‘deep freeze’ food and to keep ice-cream cold. Since solid carbon
dioxide directly changes into carbon dioxide gas (or sublimes), and does not melt to produce a liquid (like
ordinary ice), it is called dry ice. Dry ice can produce much lower temperatures than that produced by
ordinary ice. So, it is much more effective for cooling purposes than ordinary ice.

EVAPORATION
When a liquid is left exposed to air, its volume decreases gradually. This is due to evaporation. In this

process some of the liquid at the surface turns into vapour (or gas) and mixes with the gases in the air.
Thus, when a liquid turns into vapour (or gas), it is said to evaporate. We can now define evaporation as
follows : The process of a liquid changing into vapour (or gas) even below its boiling point is called
evaporation. Evaporation of a liquid can take place even at room temperature, though it is faster at higher

temperatures. Whatever be the temperature at which evaporation takes place, the latent
heat of vaporisation must be supplied whenever a liquid changes into vapour (or gas).
The wet clothes dry due to evaporation of water present in them. And rain water puddles
also dry up because of evaporation of water. Common salt is also recovered from sea-water
by the process of evaporation.

The process of evaporation can be explained as follows. Some particles in a liquid always have more
kinetic energy than the others. So, even when a liquid is well below its boiling point, some of its particles
have enough energy to break the forces of attraction between the particles and escape from the surface of

Figure 51. Dry ice (solid carbon dioxide) is
used to deep-freeze food.

Figure 52. This picture shows the evaporation of
water from the surface of a pond. This evaporation
is caused by the heat of the sun.

Figure 53. Common salt is obtained by the evaporation of
sea-water collected in shallow lagoons by the heat of the sun.
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the liquid in the form of vapour (or gas). Thus, the fast moving particles (or molecules) of a liquid are
constantly escaping from the liquid to form vapour (or gas).

Factors Affecting Evaporation
The evaporation of a liquid depends mainly on the following factors :
(i) Temperature

(ii) Surface area
  (iii) Humidity

(iv) Wind speed
We will discuss all these factors in detail, one by one.

1. Temperature
The rate of evaporation increases on increasing the temperature of the liquid. In other words, the rate

of evaporation of a liquid increases on heating. When the temperature of a liquid is increased by heating it,
more particles of the liquid get enough kinetic energy to go into the vapour state (or gaseous state). This
increases the rate of evaporation. Thus, the rate of evaporation of a liquid can be increased by heating it.
The rate of evaporation of a liquid becomes maximum at its boiling point.

2. Surface Area of the Liquid
The rate of evaporation increases on increasing the surface

area of the liquid. So, if the surface area of a liquid exposed to
the air is increased, the rate of evaporation of the liquid
increases. For example, if the same liquid (say, water) is kept
in a test-tube and in a china dish, then the liquid kept in the
china dish will evaporate more rapidly (because more of its
surface area is exposed to air). In our daily life, we spread out
the washed wet clothes while drying to increase their surface
area for the rapid evaporation of water present in them (which
leads to quicker drying of wet clothes). After rain, the wet roads
dry quickly because the rain water is spread over a large area
of road. This gives the particles of water a greater chance of
escaping from the liquid. From this discussion we conclude
that the rate of evaporation of a liquid can be increased by
increasing the surface area of the liquid.

3. Humidity of Air

 The amount of water vapours present in air is represented by a term called humidity. When the amount
of water vapours present in the air is small, the air appears to be ‘dry’ and we say that the humidity is low.
On the other hand, when the amount of water vapours in the air is large, the air appears to be ‘damp’ and
we say that the humidity is high. So, humidity of air tells us the degree of ‘dampness’ of air.

When the humidity of air is low, then the rate of evaporation is high, and water evaporates more
readily. Under these conditions, sweat from our body evaporates readily and we feel cool and comfortable.
The wet clothes dry quickly under the conditions of low humidity of air. When the humidity of air is
high, then the rate of evaporation is low, and water evaporates very slowly. In the later part of summer,
the humidity of air increases. People sweat a lot in such weather. But the sweat from our bodies does not
evaporate readily due to high humidity of air. Such weather becomes muggy (damp) and we feel hot and
uncomfortable. This type of weather is experienced during cloudy days in the rainy season and in areas
close to the sea (coastal areas). The wet clothes take a long time to dry when the humidity of air is high.

4. Wind Speed
The rate of evaporation of a liquid increases with increasing wind speed. When the speed of wind

increases, the particles of water vapour move away with the wind, decreasing the amount of water vapour

Figure 54. Wet clothes are spread for drying. The
spread wet clothes have large surface area. This
makes the evaporation of water faster. Due to this,
clothes dry up more quickly.
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in the surroundings. This increases the rate of evaporation of water. The washed wet clothes dry more
quickly on a windy day because evaporation is faster due to the high speed of the wind.

Cooling Caused by Evaporation

We have already studied that whenever a liquid evaporates, it must be supplied the latent heat of
vaporisation. The cooling caused by evaporation is based on the fact that when a liquid evaporates, it
draws (or takes) the latent heat of vaporisation from ‘anything’ which it touches. By losing heat, this
‘anything’ gets cooled. Keeping these points in mind, we will now give some examples of the cooling
caused by evaporation.

If we put a little of spirit (ether or petrol) at the  back of our hand and wave it around, the spirit
evaporates rapidly and our hand feels very cold. This is due to the fact that to change from the liquid to
the vapour state, spirit requires latent heat of vaporisation. The spirit takes this heat of vaporisation from
our hand. The hand loses heat and gets cooled. This is an example of cooling caused by evaporation.

During hot summer days, water is usually kept in an earthen pot (called pitcher or  matka) to keep
it cool. Let us see how it gets cooled. The earthen pot has a large number of extremely small pores (or
holes) in its walls. Some of the water continuously keeps seeping through these pores to the outside of the
pot. This water evaporates (changes into vapour) continuously and takes the latent heat required for
vaporisation from the earthen pot and the remaining water. In this way, the remaining water loses heat
and gets cooled. This is also an example of the cooling caused by evaporation. It should be noted that all
the water on the earth does not get evaporated due to the high value of the latent heat of vaporisation of water. At
many places, especially in villages, people often sprinkle water on the ground in front of their homes
during the hot summer evenings. This water evaporates by taking the large latent heat of vaporisation
from the ground and surrounding air. By losing heat, the place becomes cool and comfortable. Please note
that water vaporising from the leaves of trees also cools the surrounding air.

Perspiration (or sweating) is our body’s method of maintaining a constant temperature. On a  hot
day or after doing some physical exercise, when our body temperature tends to rise too much, our sweat
glands give out moisture (or sweat) on our skin. When this sweat evaporates, it takes the latent heat of
vaporisation from our body. This keeps our body cool.

We should wear cotton clothes in hot summer days to keep cool and comfortable. This can be explained
as follows. We get a lot of sweat (pasina) on our body in hot summer days. Now, cotton is a good absorber
of water, so it absorbs the sweat from our body and exposes it to the air (or atmosphere) for evaporation.
The evaporation of this sweat cools our body. The synthetic clothes (made of polyester, etc.) do not absorb

Figure 55. These earthen pots or pitchers (called matkas)
keep water cool during hot summer days. This is due to
cooling caused by evaporation.

Figure 56. Perspiration (or sweating) is our body’s method
of maintaining a constant temperature. This also involves
cooling caused by evaporation.
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much of sweat, so they fail to keep our body cool in summer. A fan increases the rate of evaporation of
sweat (or moisture) from our skin and makes us feel cool and comfortable.

The cooling in a desert room cooler is caused by the evaporation of water. A desert cooler cools better
on a hot and dry day because the higher temperature on a hot day increases the rate of evaporation of
water, and the dryness of air (low humidity of air) also increases the rate of evaporation of water. And due
to increased rate of evaporation of water, a desert room cooler cools better on a hot and dry day.

It is a common observation that we are able to sip hot tea (or milk) faster from a saucer than from a
cup. This can be explained as follows : Saucer has a large surface area. Due to the large surface area of
saucer, the evaporation of hot tea (or milk) from the saucer is faster.  And this faster evaporation cools the
hot tea (or milk) more quickly making it convenient for us to drink it.

To Show the Presence of Water Vapour in Air

There is always some water vapour in the air around us (which we cannot see). The amount of water
vapour in air keeps on changing. Water vapour comes into the air from the evaporation of water present
in ponds, lakes, rivers and oceans. Water vapour is also given out by plants by the process of transpiration
(evaporation from leaves). Animals give out water vapour when they
breathe out air. Land also gives water vapour on being warmed by the
sun. All this water vapour goes into the air around us. We will now
describe an experiment to demonstrate that water vapour is present in
air.

The presence of water vapour in air can be shown by the following
experiment. We take a steel tumbler and put some well crushed ice into
it (see Figure 57). Wipe the tumbler from outside with a piece of clean,
dry cloth, so as to make its outer surface completely dry. Allow the ice
containing steel tumbler to stand undisturbed for about five minutes. A
large number of tiny drops of water appear on the outer surface of steel
tumbler (see Figure 57). This happens as follows : The air around the
steel tumbler contains water vapour in it. When these water vapour come
in contact with the cold, outside surface of steel tumbler, they condense
to form tiny drops of liquid water. So, the formation of drops of water
on the outside surface of a tumbler containing crushed ice, shows the
presence of water vapour in air.

Two More States of Matter : Plasma and Bose-Einstein Condensate

Scientists now say that there are actually five states of
matter : Solid, Liquid, Gas, Plasma and Bose-Einstein
Condensate.

Plasma is a mixture of free electrons and ions. Plasma
is considered the fourth state of matter. Plasma occurs
naturally in the stars (including the sun). Inside the stars,
the temperature is so high that the atoms break up. Some of
the electrons break away from the atoms converting the rest
of atoms into electrically charged particles called ions. This
mixture of free electrons and ions in a star is called plasma.
The sun and other stars glow because of the presence of
plasma in them.

Plasma can also be made on the earth by passing
electricity through gases at very low pressures taken in a

Figure 57. Experiment to show the
presence of water vapour in air.

Crushed
ice

Steel
tumbler

A large
number
of tiny
drops of
water

Figure 58. Plasma carrying electricity in a glass
container.
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glass tube (called discharge tube). The fluorescent tubes and neon sign bulbs form plasma when they are
switched on. A fluorescent tube may contain helium gas (or some other gas), and a neon sign bulb contains
neon gas. When electricity is passed through a fluorescent tube (or neon sign bulb), the gases present in
them get ionised to form plasma. This plasma makes a fluorescent tube (or neon sign bulb) to glow.

In 1920, an Indian scientist Satyendra Nath Bose did some calculations for the fifth state of matter. On
the basis of these calculations, Albert Einstein predicted the existence of a new state of matter called Bose-
Einstein Condensate (BEC). The fifth state of matter called Bose-Einstein Condensate was finally achieved
by three scientists, Cornell, Ketterle and Wieman of USA by cooling a gas of extremely low density (about
one hundred thousandth the density of normal air) to super low temperatures. We are now in a position to
answer the following questions :

 Very Short Answer Type Questions

1. The boiling point of water is 100°C. Express this in SI units (Kelvin scale).
2. The Kelvin temperature is 270 K. What is the corresponding Celsius scale temperature ?
3. Convert the temperature of 573 K to the Celsius scale.
4. Convert the temperature of 373°C to the Kelvin scale.
5. The boiling point of alcohol is 78°C. What is this temperature on Kelvin scale ?
6. The Kelvin scale temperature is 0 K. What is the corresponding Celsius scale temperature ?

 7. Give the usual name for the following :
Heat required to change  the state of a substance without changing the temperature.

8. What is the (a) common unit of temperature, and (b) SI unit of temperature ?
9. Write the relation between Kelvin scale and Celsius scale of temperature.

10. What should be added to a Celsius scale reading so as to obtain the corresponding Kelvin scale reading ?
11. What is meant by saying that the latent heat of fusion of ice is 3.34 × 105 J/kg ?
12. What is meant by saying that the latent heat of vaporisation of water is 22.5 × 105 J/kg ?
13. Name the temperature at which :

(a) a liquid changes into a gas. (b) a solid changes into a liquid.
14. Name one common substance which can be easily changed from one state to another by heating or cooling.
15. What is the name of the process in which :

(a) a solid turns directly into a gas ? (b) a gas turns directly into a solid ?
16. Name one property which is shown by ammonium chloride but not by sodium chloride.
17. What is the name of the process due to which dry ice changes into carbon dioxide gas ?
18. What is the common name of solid carbon dioxide ?
19. Why is solid carbon dioxide known as dry ice ?
20. State one condition necessary to liquefy gases (other than applying high pressure).
21. State whether the following statement is true or false :

Solid carbon dioxide is stored under low pressure.
22. What is the chemical name of dry ice ?
23. Fill in the following blanks with suitable words :

(a) Gases can be liquefied by applying ........ and lowering .......
(b) When steam condenses to form water, heat is.............
(c) Temp on Kelvin scale = Temp on Celsius scale + ...........
(d) Scientists say that there are actually five states of matter : solid, liquid, gas, .......... and...........
(e) The state of matter called.............makes a fluorescent tube (or  neon sign bulb) to glow..

 Short Answer Type Questions
24. What do you understand by the term ‘latent heat’ ? What are the two types of latent heat ?
25. Why is heat energy needed to melt a solid ? What is this heat energy called ?
26. Under what conditions heat can be given to a substance without raising its temperature ?
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27. Why does the temperature remain constant during the melting of ice even though heat is supplied
continuously ?

28. Why does the temperature remain constant during the boiling of water even though heat is supplied
continuously ?

29. Explain why, ice at 0°C is more effective in cooling than water at the same temperature.
30. Would you cool a bucket of water more quickly by placing it on ice or by placing ice in it ? Give reasons for

your answer.
31. Why does steam cause more severe burns than boiling water ?
32. Which contains more heat, 1 kg of ice at 0°C or 1 kg of water at 0°C ? Give reason for your answer.
33. Which contains more heat, 1 kg of water at 100°C or 1 kg of steam at 100°C ? Give reason for your answer.
34. Explain why, steam at 100°C is better for heating purposes than boiling water at 100°C.
35. Which produces more severe burns : boiling water or steam ? Why ?
36. Why does the temperature of a substance remain constant during the change of state ?
37. What is the physical state of water :

(a) at 0°C ? (b) at 25°C ? (c) at 100°C ? (d) at 250°C ?
38. Explain why, there is no rise in temperature of a substance when it undergoes a change of state though heat

is supplied continuously.
39. Define ‘melting point’ of a substance ? What is the melting point of ice ?
40. Define ‘boiling point’ of a substance ? What is the boiling point of water ?
41. Define the following terms :

(a) Melting (b) Boiling
42. Define the following terms :

(a) Condensation (b) Freezing
43. Explain why, naphthalene balls kept in stored clothes in our homes disappear over a period of time.
44. Explain briefly, how gases can be liquefied.
45. How is ammonia gas liquefied ?
46. How does applying pressure (or compression) help in the liquefaction of a gas ?
47. How does perspiration or sweating help keep our body cool on a hot day ?
48. Why does all the water of the earth not get evaporated during hot summer days ?
49. If the back of your hand is moistened with alcohol, you will find that it rapidly becomes dry. Why is it that

while it  is drying, your hand feels cool ?
50. Why does a desert cooler cool better on a hot, dry day ?
51. How does the water kept in an earthen pot (matka) become cold during summer ?
52. What type of clothes should we wear in summer ? Why ?
53. Why are we able to sip hot tea or milk faster from a saucer rather than from a cup ?
54. Why does our palm feel cold when we put some acetone (or perfume) on it ?
55. How will you demonstrate that water vapour is present in air ?

 Long Answer Type Questions

56. (a) Define the term ‘latent heat of fusion’ of a solid. How much is the latent heat of fusion of ice ?
(b) Draw a labelled diagram of the experimental set-up to study the latent heat of fusion of ice.

57. (a) Define the term ‘latent heat of vaporisation’ of a liquid. What is the value of the latent heat of vaporisation
of water ?

(b) Draw a labelled diagram of the experimental set-up to study the latent heat of vaporisation of water.
58. (a) What is sublimation ? Name two substances (other than ammonium chloride) which undergo sublimation.

(b) Draw a labelled diagram of the experimental set-up to demonstrate the sublimation of ammonium chloride.
59. (a) What are the two ways in which the physical states of matter can be changed ?

(b) Draw the ‘states of matter triangle’ to show the interconversion of states of matter.
(c) How can the evaporation of a liquid be made faster ?

60. (a) What is evaporation ? State the various factors which affect evaporation.
(b) Why does evaporation cool a liquid ?
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  Multiple Choice Questions (MCQs)

61. Which of the following are also considered to be the states of matter ?
(i) Plasma (ii) Platelets (iii) BEC (iv) BHC
(a) (i) and (ii) (b) (ii) and (iii) (c) (i) and (iii) (d) (ii) and (iv)

62. One of the following does not undergo sublimation. This one is :
(a) iodine (b) sodium chloride (c) ammonium chloride (d) camphor

63. Which of the following process/processes release heat ?
(i) condensation (ii) vaporisation (iii) freezing (iv) melting
(a) only (i) (b) only (iv) (c) (i) and (iii) (d) (ii) and (iv)

64. If the temperature of an object is 268 K, it will be equivalent to :
(a) – 5°C (b) + 5°C (c) 368°C (d) – 25°C

65. The boiling point of ethane is, – 88°C. This temperature will be equivalent to :
(a) 285 K (b) 288 K (c) 185 K (d) 361 K

66. When heat is constantly supplied by a gas burner with small flame to melt ice, then the temperature of ice
during melting :
(a) increases very slowly (b) does not increase at all
(c) first remains constant and then increases (b) increases to form liquid water

67. When water at 0°C freezes to form ice at the same temperature of 0°C, then it :
(a) absorbs some heat (b) releases some heat
(c) neither absorbs nor releases heat (d) absorbs exactly 3.34 × 105 J/kg of heat

68. When heat is constantly supplied by a burner to boiling water, then the temperature of water during
vaporisation :
(a) rises very slowly (b) rises rapidly until steam is produced
(c) first rises and then becomes constant (d) does not rise at all

69. The latent heat of fusion of ice is :
(a) 33.4 × 105 J/kg (b) 22.5 × 105 J/kg (c) 33.4 × 104 J/kg (d) 2.25 × 104 J/kg

70. The latent heat of vaporisation of water is :
(a) 2.25 × 106 J/kg (b) 3.34 × 106 J/kg (c) 22.5 × 104 J/kg (d) 33.4 × 105 J/kg

71. Which one of the following set of phenomena would increase on raising the temperature ?
(a) diffusion, evaporation, compression of gases
(b) evaporation, compression of gases, solubility
(c) evaporation, diffusion, expansion of gases
(d) evaporation, solubility, diffusion, compression of gases

72. Which of the following represent the suitable conditions for the liquefaction of gases ?
(a) low temperature, low pressure (b) high temperature, low pressure
(c) low temperature, high pressure (d) high temperature, high pressure

73. During summer days, water kept in an earthen pot (pitcher) becomes cool because of the phenomenon of :
(a) diffusion (b) transpiration (c) osmosis (d) evaporation

74. On converting 25°C, 38°C and 66°C to Kelvin scale, the correct sequence of temperatures will be :
(a) 298 K, 311 K and 339 K (b) 298 K, 300 K and 338 K
(c) 273 K, 278 K and 543 K (d) 298 K, 310 K and 338 K

75. The conversion of a solid into vapours without passing through the liquid state is called :
(a) vaporisation (b) fusion (c) sublimation (d) freezing

76. The evaporation of water increases under the following conditions :
(a) increase in temperature, decrease in surface area
(b) increase in surface area, decrease in temperature
(c) increase in surface area, rise in temperature
(d) increase in temperature, increase in surface area, addition of common salt
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77. On converting 308 K, 329 K and 391 K to Celsius scale, the correct sequence of temperatures will be :
(a) 33°C, 56°C and 118°C (b) 35°C, 56°C and 119°C
(c) 35°C, 56°C and 118°C (d) 56°, 119°C and 35° C

78. Which of the following energy is absorbed during the change of state of a substance ?
(a) specific heat (b)  latent  heat (c) heat capacity (d) heat of solution

79. Which of the following factors are responsible for the change in state of solid carbon dioxide when kept
exposed to air ?
  (i) increase in pressure (ii) increase in temperature
(iii) decrease in pressure (iv) decrease in temperature
(a) (i) and (ii) (b) (i) and (iii) (c) (ii) and (iii) (d) (ii) and (iv)

80. During respiration, glucose and oxygen enter our body cells and waste products carbon dioxide and water
leave the body cells by the process of :
(a) effusion (b) osmosis (c) diffusion (d) plasmolysis

  Questions Based on High Order Thinking Skills (HOTS)
81. There are four substances W, X, Y and Z. The substance W is a dark violet solid having diatomic molecules.

A solution of W in alcohol is used as a common antiseptic C. The substance X is a white solid which is
usually recovered from sea water on a large scale. The substance Y is a white solid which is insoluble in
water and used in the form of small balls for the safe storage of woollen clothes. The substance Z is a yet
another white solid which is used in making commonly used dry cells.
(a) Name (i) W (ii) X (iii) Y and (iv) Z.
(b) Out of W, X, Y and Z, which substance/substances can undergo sublimation ?
(c) Which substance is organic in nature ?
(d) What is the name of substance C ?
(e) Which substance belongs to the halogen family ?

82. The substance X normally exists in a physical state which can flow easily but does not fill its vessel completely.
It also turns anhydrous copper sulphate blue. When substance X is cooled excessively, it changes into a
substance Y which has a fixed shape as well as a fixed volume. If, however, the substance X is heated
strongly, it changes into a substance Z which has neither a fixed shape nor a fixed volume.
(a) Name the substances (i) X (ii) Y and (iii) Z.
(b) What is the process of conversion of X into Y known as ?
(c) At which temperature X gets converted into Y ?
(d) What is the process of conversion of X into Z known as ?
(e) At which temperature X gets converted into Z ?

83. The scientists now say that there are actually five states of matter A, B, C, D and E. The state A has a fixed
volume but no fixed shape. The state B can be compressed very easily by applying pressure and state C has
a fixed shape as well as a fixed volume. The state D is a mixture of free electrons and ions whereas state E
is named after an Indian scientist and a famous physicist.
(a) Name the physical states (i) A (ii) B (iii) C (iv) D, and (v) E.
(b) Name one substance belonging to state C which can directly change into vapours on heating. What is

this process known as ?
(c) Name one substance which normally belongs to state B but whose solid form changes directly into gaseous

state.
(d) Name the most common substance belonging to state A.
(e) Which state of matter makes the sun and other stars to glow ?

84. When water is cooled to a temperature x, it gets converted into ice at temperature x by a process called P.
And when ice at temperature x is warmed, it gets reconverted into water at the same temperature x in a
process called Q.
(a) What is the value of temperature x in Kelvin ?
(b) What is the process P known as ?
(c) What is the name of energy released during process P ?
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(d) What is the process Q known as ?
(e) What is the name of energy absorbed during process Q ?

85. When water is heated to a temperature x, it gets converted into steam at temperature x by a process called
R. And when steam at  temperature x is cooled, it gets reconverted into water at the same temperature x by
a process called S.
(a) How much is the value of x in Kelvin ?
(b) What is the process R called ?
(c) What is the name of the energy absorbed during the process R ?
(d) What is process S known as ?
(e) What is the name of energy released during the process S known as ?

ANSWERS
1. 373 K 2. –3°C 3. 300°C 4. 646 K 5. 351 K 6. –273°C 7. Latent heat 10. 273 14. Water
20. Lowering temperature (or Cooling) 21. False 23. (a) pressure ; temperature  (b) released  (c) 273
(d) plasma ; Bose-Einstein Condensate (BEC) (e) plasma 61. (c) 62. (b)  63. (c) 64. (a)  65.(c)  66. (b)
67. (b) 68. (d) 69. (c) 70. (a) 71. (c) 72. (c) 73. (d) 74. (a) 75  (c) 76. (c) 77. (c) 78. (b) 79. (c)
80. (c) 81. (a) (i) Iodine (ii) Sodium chloride (Common salt) (iii) Naphthalene (iv) Ammonium chloride
(b) W (iodine), Y (naphthalene) and Z (ammonium chloride) (c) Y (naphthalene) (d) Tincture iodine
(e) W (iodine) 82. (a) (i) Water (ii) Ice (iii) Steam (b) Freezing (c) 0°C (d) Boiling (or Vaporisation)
(e) 100°C 83. (a) (i) Liquid (ii) Gas (iii) Solid (iv) Plasma (v) Bose-Einstein Condensate (BEC)
(b)  Ammonium chloride ; Sublimation (c) Carbon dioxide (d) Water (e) D (plasma) 84. (a) 273 K
(b) Freezing (c) Latent heat of freezing (d) Melting (e) Latent heat of fusion 85. (a) 373 K (b) Boiling
(or Vaporisation) (c) Latent heat of vaporisation (d) Condensation (e) Latent heat of condensation
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